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I. INTRODUCTION

Conditions Which Prompted the Study

In 1977, Health Services Command published Ambulatory Patient Care (APC) Model #18, Clinical Support Division. It suggested grouping all administrative elements which support direct patient care services under a single manager. It further proposed that, to maximize effectiveness, there should be a centralized system of management supervision to provide uniform guidance for all administrative personnel. The purpose of the model was to assist the hospital in establishing an improved administrative management system that would increase physicians' time available for direct patient care.

While APC Model #18 directed itself at administrative management support, the duties and functions proposed for those assigned to this division were much broader in scope. The idea was introduced of also having those assigned to this division provide managerial support to all professional activities. These personnel were to be responsible for planning, organizing, directing, staffing, budgeting, and evaluating the administration of clinical service operations. The management of administrative support was only part of the overall role proposed for those functioning within this division.

The proposals contained in APC Model #18 are not currently required to be totally implemented; the organizational structure can be modified or implemented in part. However, the Clinical Support Division (CSD) concept is being promulgated as the preferred mode for organizing such support services. Various regulations support this concept. It also has the endorsement of top level commanders (Appendix B) and inspectors from higher headquarters evaluate compliance with the recommendations and intent of the APC Models.

The U.S. Army Medical Department Activity (MEDDAC) Fort Ord has a Clinical
The current organization of the CSD does not comply with the proposals contained in APC Model #18. The structure, functions, and duties of the CSD are in some cases significantly different from those proposed in the model. For example, the Chief, CSD also serves as the administrative assistant for the Chief of Professional Services (CPS). This is neither the intent or the recommendation of APC Model #18. This noncompliance alone generates concern over the appropriateness of the current organization of the CSD.

Interviews with various managers raised other significant questions pertaining to the organization and subsequent effectiveness of this division. A perceived problem existed concerning the lack of role clarity and delineation of responsibilities for managers within this division. Other perceived problems included the relationships between the CSD and other "administrative" staff elements, the arrangement of various functions within the CSD, and the lack of interaction with the Department of Nursing. The administrative assets that should or should not be placed in this division and where the division itself should be placed within the total organization were also considered to create operational problems that impacted on this division.

In conclusion, knowledgeable managers expressed the opinion that the CSD is not properly organized in regards to the functions that should be accomplished. Quality assurance, increased administrative demands introduced by the Uniform Chart of Accounts, and ever-increasing demands to improve productivity further complicated what the "proper" organization and role of the CSD should be. The amount and types of administrative and managerial demands placed on providers of care are increasing and the CSD is experiencing significant problems in meeting these demands. A change in the organization of the CSD is necessary to correct this situation.
Problem Statement

The problem was to determine the best organization for a Clinical Support Division at the U.S. Army Medical Department Activity (MEDDAC) Fort Ord, Fort Ord, California.

Limitations

A number of factors influenced the solutions that could be formulated in this study. One factor, known from the outset, was that since the Clinical Support Division concept is considered at both the command and local level to be a viable approach to meeting some current problems, it was assumed that the complete abolishment of the Clinical Support Division could not be an alternative. The other limitation that arose during the research was the assumption that the current requirements, authorizations, and number assigned to the CSD will not change in the near future. This was based on the fact that projected workload is not expected to significantly increase in the near future.

Definitions

During the course of conducting interviews for this paper it became readily apparent that the term "administrative support" was not commonly defined. Physicians, nurses, those in positions commonly labelled "administrative", and others within the hospital organization defined this term differently. Some attempted to give short, narrow definitions that reflected only their own working situation. Others used vague statements to describe what should be done, not necessarily what was done. The same definitional problems arose for the term "managerial support". Further complicating the matter was the introduction of terms such as "administrative management support" which were used by some in an attempt to describe a role somewhere between what was
considered to be purely administrative or managerial support, yet encompassing elements of both terms.

Most of those interviewed appeared to have only an intuitive concept of the meaning of these terms. Some defined these support functions not from the point of what was to be done, but rather, who in the organization they thought should, or could, perform them. The position, profession, role, and even the rank of those interviewed impacted upon their definition of these terms.

A review of health care literature failed to yield clear, consistent definitions of these terms. The same differences of opinion and attempts to define functions by associating them with established or perceived roles and positions were found. The following is a list of some definitions and descriptions found in the health care literature.

The word "administrative" is defined in the dictionary as "of or relating to administration".  

"Administration is those activities purposefully undertaken to enhance the rationality of an organization in the achievement of its mission and goals."  

"The manager's job is getting things done through and with people by enabling them to find as much satisfaction of their needs as utterly possible while at the same time motivating them to achieve both their own objectives and the objectives of the institution. The term administrative is usually used for top management positions, whereas managerial and supervisory usually connotes positions within the middle or lower managerial rungs of the institutional hierarchy."  

"Management is achieving objectives through others. Administration is managing the details of executive affairs."  

"Administration is defined as the establishment, control, evaluation and revision of goals, purposes, human resources, programs and systems. Management is defined as the day-to-day operation and implementation of these systems, resources, and programs."

Administration is used "in the sense of dealing with the internal functioning and supporting services of an organization."  

From the definitions and descriptions listed, it was apparent that common meanings for the terms administration and management were lacking. Many authors
stated that they used the terms administration, administrative, and management interchangeably. Most made little or no effort to differentiate between them.

For the purpose of consistency the following definitions were used:

**Administrative procedures:** General routine paperwork and other detail procedures associated with the delivery of patient care and/or the internal operations of the workplace. Examples would be completing time schedules, assembling patient charts, or making routine appointments.

**Professional administrative procedures:** Special types of paperwork and other procedures required in the professional delivery of patient care and/or the necessary coordination of functions that are required of the professional to facilitate and expedite such care. Examples would be writing postoperative notes, writing nurses notes, or arranging special diagnostic tests.

**Administrative support:** That support required to complete administrative procedures.

**Managerial support:** That support provided by those in positions requiring management training and/or, experience who are tasked with accomplishing functions such as coordinating, integrating, planning, staffing, controlling, budgeting, evaluating performance, and other similar type duties. Examples would be comptrollers, health care administrators, and head nurses.

**Administrative management support:** That support given by those who supervise and/or provide operational guidance to those performing administrative support functions and coordinate the assignment of such personnel to work areas.

"Administration": This term is used to generally refer to the aggregate group of managers who are found under the Executive Officer in the MEDDAC organization or under the chief executive officer in the civilian hospital organization.

"Professional": This term refers to the aggregate group of patient care providers under the Chief of Professional Services in the MEDDAC organization.
Review of Literature

The Stimuli and Magnitude of the Problem

A common perception identified in the health care literature was that administrative and/or managerial support for those providing direct patient care was lacking. Reportedly, in some organizations a common complaint from health care providers was that administrative procedures interfered with and even obstructed their work. Some health care providers stated that nurses spent too much time engaged in low priority tasks. Nurses at some hospitals reportedly spent as much as eighty percent of their time as clerks. The assignment of secretarial help to perform clerical duties, direct floor traffic, and relieve the nurse of other routine tasks was seen as a method of giving the nurse more time to perform tasks that could not be delegated. Intrinsic job satisfaction for nurses was improved by a reduction in both the variety of tasks performed and the coordinating responsibilities they held.

Others stated that a midterm solution to the physician shortage was increasing the clerical and other support personnel required in order to free the physician for the full time performance of their professional duties. One physician reflected his opinion on the subject when he titled an article "The New Disease—Administration?"

While the perception of a lack of administrative and/or managerial support was identified in the literature, there was a lack of evidence present to determine the magnitude of the problem. Quantitative determinations of the amount of support lacking and the subsequent impacts on productivity, cost, manpower, and overall organizational efficiency and effectiveness were not identified. The literature consistently arrived at the conclusion that it
was wasteful to oblige patient care providers to perform administrative functions or to manage administrative routines.\textsuperscript{14} However, this waste was related only to general increases in wage, opportunity, and social costs. Social costs arose from the fact that when providers performed managerial and administrative tasks, they did not treat patients.

Some authors stated that quantitative determinations of these costs may not be possible. While it was recognized that administrative and managerial demands on the provider's time impacted upon their capacity to produce services, the simultaneous presence of numerous other factors made the singular measurement of these impacts very difficult. These factors included the numbers and varieties of other health care providers and other workers assigned to the work area, types and amounts of equipment used, space, and workflow.\textsuperscript{15} Different provider philosophies also impacted on the measurement issue. Studies have demonstrated that the propensity for delegation of tasks to non-physician personnel varies with the type of task and the provider's attitudes toward delegation.\textsuperscript{16}

A significant problem in attempting to measure these types of support functions is the fact that they are not mutually exclusive in regards to who performs them. Professionals perform certain managerial functions regardless of their official role. Certain professional and legal constraints exist that limit the delegation of some professional duties to the nonprofessionals. However, after these nonprofessional receive suitable training and/or experience, some of these duties are often delegated to them. Nonprofessionals do perform some tasks that would traditionally be defined as professional. Conversely, for many personal reasons, these professionals retain certain administrative functions. Other functions fall into a "gray area" that do not "fit" in either category. The assignment of these functions vary and some bargaining process
usually determines who does them.

Another cost related to the lack of administrative support to providers definitely cannot be quantitatively measured. This is the dissatisfaction cost of having the provider function without adequate management support, perform administrative procedures, and/or supervise those who provide such support. This cost arises when the provider, whose values are established through the professional socialization process, is forced to deal with the realities of organizational life.

The professional views himself as having unique training, skill, and ability. As such, he perceives himself as a special person who requires considerable control over his work. The concerns of the professional were described as providing services that improve patient care, providing adequate coverage and quick turnaround time for services, and improving the accuracy of results. In addition, the professional works toward improving existing medical procedures and developing new ones as well as keeping up with his education and state-of-the-art developments.17

Because of these uniquenesses and special concerns, the professional thinks that he must be excused from becoming involved in the ordinary day-to-day routine details of conducting "hospital" business. His concerns center on the benefits of his services to the patient, not the cost of providing them. Administrative and managerial personnel are viewed by the provider as performing very different types of work. They look at costs over benefits. They do the simple, routine jobs that the professional sheds.18

Studies have demonstrated that individuals oriented toward professional norms are more likely to ignore administrative details.19 However, when the professional is unable to ignore such details or to shed the tasks he is unwilling to perform, these dissatisfaction costs rise rapidly. This cost is
reflected in increased levels of interpersonal and organizational conflict, high turnover rates, and a possible decrease in overall organizational efficiency and effectiveness.

While the impact of the lack of direct administrative or managerial support has not been measured, the impact of using health care extenders to increase provider productivity has been studied. One such study stated that if physicians were to increase their support staff from the current average of one and one-half aides per physician to an apparent optimum of four aides per physician, productivity could be increased from between thirty and fifty percent. These aides provided some type of administrative and managerial support to the physician, however, the impact of such support on either costs or productivity was not identified in these studies.

General Approaches to Resolve the Problem

The fact that administrative duties and certain managerial requirements encroach on the provider's time and that certain costs are the consequence exist almost as an axiom among providers, managers, others in the hospital, and in the health care literature. The problem is what to do about it.

The simplistic approach would be to decrease the administrative procedure workload or increase the amount of administrative and managerial support being provided. The literature clearly demonstrates that the paperwork and non-patient care duties required to operate the modern hospital are continuing to grow. These duties are also becoming more complex. Organizational theory proposes the principle of concentration of specialized labor as a means to maximize efficiency. This concentration of specialists in the hospital requires a large support network. The presence of specialized departments and a large support network creates new demands for large, complex administrative
and management systems just to provide "bureaucratic maintenance" of the hospital. Administrative procedures and the need for managerial and administrative management support will not decrease. In reality they will probably only increase in the future as hospitals become even more complex; come under closer scrutiny by various groups attempting to control and regulate hospitals; and resources become even more scarce.

The feasibility of simply adding more administrative and/or managerial support personnel to the point where the provider is completely free to perform only those duties which he defines as professional activities is also not realistic. The administrative component increases as the number of places where work is performed increases. The professionals work in numerous locations in the hospital and it would require a very large network of such personnel to insure that the professional provider does not have to deal with such matters. The cost of such a network without the guarantee of significant increases in productivity makes such an idea prohibitive. Such an approach also ignores any benefits of economy of scale or the concentration of specialized administrative and managerial assets. There is an optimal number of support personnel who can provide benefits to the organization. Beyond this point the cost of their employment is not justified by the benefits they produce. The proprietary hospitals readily realize this fact and it contributes to the fact that they have fewer administrative personnel than the non-profit hospitals. They also use more staff management specialists in areas such as marketing and labor relations. These personnel provide direct and indirect management support to the entire system, not just to select individuals.

If such an approach is selected, clerical personnel could be acquired to accomplish purely administrative procedures. However, it would be much more difficult to acquire and retain managerial personnel unless they were paid
high salaries. The alternative would be to hire less qualified personnel to provide managerial support but this would only complicate the matter. The literature has shown that a basic reason for the lack of rationality in the administration of complex organizations is the lack of properly trained managers.26

The remaining approach is to structure the organization in such a manner that administrative and managerial support can be provided to the professional health care provider in an efficient and effective manner, and yet tempered by the reality of cost and resource constraints. The literature provides few examples of how such goals are achieved in modern hospitals. Figure 1 demonstrates the common "textbook" organizational chart for hospitals that was found in the literature.

The explanation of this "textbook" organization consistently ignored the issue of how administrative support or administrative management support was provided. Discussions of these issues and of subjects such as the costs and benefits of centralization or decentralization of administrative support assets were not found. Most sources simply implied that such support was established and distributed throughout the organization "as needed".

Only one source was located in the literature that discussed the centralized organization and management of administrative support assets. This article discussed the organization of typing and secretarial support under one manager in a Department of Secretarial Services.27 The main objectives accomplished by such a centralized structure were a major cost saving and an increase in available space. Office space was freed by lowering the secretary to physician ratio and grouping certain functions. While this article claimed several benefits, the problems encountered in implementing and operating the centralized organization were not presented.

Some suggestions for the provision of both administrative and managerial
Figure 1. "Traditional" Hospital Organization
Source: Adapted from Theo Haimann, Supervisory Management for Health Care Institutions (St. Louis: The Catholic Hospital Association, 1977):109.
support were identified in the literature. These included the development of professional/administrative positions throughout the organization and the establishment of a network of administrative assistants. The literature readily accepted the fact that it would be difficult to find professionals willing and/or able to perform the type of duties that would be assigned to such professional/administrative positions. The cost of such action readily eliminated this role except at the highest levels of management, and even at that level the use of such roles was debated.

The administrative assistant has been, and still is, used by many hospitals. The Hospital Council of Northern California described an administrative assistant as one who "at the direction of superiors conducts special analytical projects in various hospital departments. In a staff capacity, assembles and analyzes data, and reports findings and recommendations to superiors for action. The incumbent is typically, but not always, a recent program graduate." The literature did not discuss the number of hospitals or health care organizations that used such assistants but after reviewing various organizational charts it appears that they were frequently utilized.

The impact of using administrative assistants on organizational efficiency and effectiveness was open to debate. Most organizations used these assistants to reduce the administrative procedure workload for one specific person, group, or department. By using the administrative assistant in this manner, certain individuals or groups did receive the support they needed. Other organizations used the administrative assistant to fill management "gaps" that existed within their organization and the role of the assistant depended on the nature of the "gap". However, in many organizations the administrative assistants developed into basically overpaid clerical personnel who performed diverse duties such as
staff studies as directed. Their roles were confusing to others in the organization, their duties often were very diffuse and they usually had very limited supervisory roles.

The diffuse nature of this type of role can be seen in a 1966 article which proposed that the administrative assistant become involved in such functions as personnel, purchasing, patient records and reports, arranging travel for those in the department, and coordinating with other departments. In addition, other general administrative duties such as attending meetings, writing policies and procedures, writing letters, and other general duties as assigned fell on the person filling this position. The administrative assistant was viewed as a "liaison" person who was required to interact with most everyone in the hospital. Figure 2 depicts such a liaison role.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**FIGURE 2: Liaison Functions of Administrative Assistants.**

*SOURCE:* Adapted from Hatcil L. Conner, "A New Title on the Administrative Team," *Hospitals* 107 (September 1976):100.
A common description of the typical administrative assistant was one who "does not have a job that can make a contribution." He could not be held accountable for anything and his functions, duties, and objectives were difficult to determine. He was a helper to do whatever his supervisor told him to do, or he did what he thought his "boss" would like him to do. Some authors took a dim view of having a network of such positions in the organization and implied that they should be used only as a last resort.

A variation of the administrative assistant type role was seen in the use of unit managers in many hospitals. These managers were usually found at the nursing unit level and their roles varied according to their training and experience. In some organizations these managers were college graduates and they provided both administrative and managerial support. Other organizations used these personnel in an administrative support role only. In either case, their primary function was to provide direct support to the ward nursing staff.

Other Approaches to the Problem

Organizational structures exist to accomplish two objectives: To facilitate the flow of information in order to reduce uncertainty in decision-making and to achieve effective coordination and integration. A common theme identified in the literature was the need for managerial support to accomplish lateral coordination and integration. This was especially important in the hospital organization with its differentiated departments requiring both coordination and integration to achieve efficiency and effectiveness in operation. In such an organization the use of lateral coordination provides a means of facilitating information flow, integrating the differentiated departments, and facilitating decision making at every level. Various methods of lateral coordination were attempted. Jay R. Galbreth placed them in sequence
by their increasing ability to handle information and cost to the organization as follows. 34

1- Direct coordination

2- Creation of liaison roles

3- Creation of task forces

4- Creation of teams

5- Creation of integrating roles. This person is not involved in the decision making process and has little or no official power in the organization. His power is derived from others.

6- Creating managerial linking roles. This person is involved in the decision making process and has power. Others may work for this manager. They become involved very early in the decision making and planning process.

7- Creating matrix organizations.

The first five methods listed have been used for many years. The administrative assistant has been defined as one filling a liaison role and the team concept for providing patient care has long been used in hospitals. Other roles were combinations of the methods listed. The ward manager performed both direct coordination and served in a liaison role. The integrator role, under a variety of titles, has also been established in many hospitals. Highly differentiated organizations have used rules and procedures, appointed liaisons, or built new units into the workflow to serve as the integrating mechanisms.35 Once again, the exact duties and functions performed by those filling such roles differed between hospitals.

The remaining two methods were relatively new and have been the subject of several articles in the hospital literature. They were seen as possible solutions to the coordination problem. These methods are of interest as persons performing in such roles provide managerial support to the professional by relieving him of the burden of coordinating diverse hospital activities.
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As has been mentioned in the general literature review, the placement of coordinating responsibilities upon providers had the same impact of encroaching upon their time as having them complete administrative paperwork.

The most common example of the managerial linking role in the "textbook" organization has been through the use of assistant administrators. The Hospital Council of Northern California defined the role of the assistant administrator for support departments as one who "directs, supervises and coordinates the functions and activities of all support departments in the hospital. He develops appropriate objectives, policies, and programs for all functions under his supervision." The assistant's responsibilities included such duties as interpreting policies and procedures to those assigned to him and insuring that the procedures developed were compatible with the goals and operations of the specialized departments under their control.

The consistent pattern was to have one executive position with several assistant administrators reporting directly to the executive. In most organizations reviewed the department/division/section chiefs reported directly to the assistant administrator. These chiefs were generally viewed as middle managers responsible for the day-to-day operation of their department and the integration of their department with others in the entire organization. The department chief was responsible for "getting the work done". They also provided administrative and managerial support to their departments and/or had administrative assistants facilitate the accomplishment of such functions. The department chiefs in the "textbook" organization were not physicians. They were managers with a background in the area supervised.

While the position of the assistant administrator was common in the organizations reviewed, the logic for assigning duties and functions to them was unclear. These assistant administrators frequently had responsibility for
diverse departments; there was no ideal form of internal organization. While no set rule for the delegation of duties to these assistants existed, many approaches were developed. The assistant administrator's functions varied from pure staff to pure line to a combination of both types of functions. The assignment of functions was affected by: the existing span of control, organizational structure, the experience of those who were assigned to that role, the complexity of the department or departments to be managed, the relationship between the departments, the size of the departments, and the overall management philosophy of the trustees and the chief executive of the organization. The intent of using such positions appeared to have been the establishment and provision of administrative and managerial representation and support for each department and to insure that each department "fit" into the organizational hierarchy.

In an effort to determine if support roles similar to those that have been discussed were utilized in other types of health care delivery systems, the current health care literature discussing outpatient and ambulatory care was reviewed. There was a general absence of information and/or examples pertaining to this subject, and a great deal of variance appeared in the organizations evaluated. Some were highly centralized systems with managerial linking roles while others were very decentralized; administrative support was provided "as needed" and managerial support was provided by other managers within a parent organization. The size and type of services provided appeared to have the greatest impact on the internal organization of administrative and managerial assets. This subject was not fully addressed in the literature.

Division and Matrix Management

The use of administrative assistants, assistant administrators, and unit
management systems presented certain problems for the organizations that used them. Among other things, these personnel were filling roles that involved them in multiple functions. They were often expected to perform functions that were not adequately performed by central support departments such as logistics and personnel. They had poor lines of responsibility for support services and they generally suffered from a lack of identity. These problems resulted in a situation where such personnel became "go-fers" for other services. The unit managers and the administrative assistants also controlled nothing. In addition, if something "went wrong" it was often very difficult to identify exactly who was at fault. Some assistant administrators shared similar problems. These types of problems created a bureaucratic distance between wards, clinics, and other patient care areas and top level "administration". Central management was not consistently aware of operations at the ward level and problems were not dealt with in a timely, efficient manner. At the same time, a lack of common purpose was appearing in hospitals which resulted in a lack of compliance with organizational rules, regulations, and procedures. Unit managers, administrative assistants, and some assistant administrators were not in a position to deal with the problems of the complex organization.

Division management was seen as a possible alternative to resolving the problems encountered by using these other types of positions and roles in the hospital organization. This concept was based on the principle that authority to take action should be delegated as close to the point of work as possible. It also was established to clearly let the people responsible for taking certain corrective steps know that they indeed were responsible, and that they had the authority to take actions.

The formation of the division management role attempted to correct other
problems by clearly defining roles, assigning responsibilities, and jointly establishing standards by which effectiveness could be measured. The division manager was to provide decentralized coordination for a set division and he was responsible for controlling certain activities within the established division. Decentralization was seen as a means of giving strength to administration and the organization as it gave strength to the individual parts of the system.42 The division manager became a very powerful person. He not only had certain responsibilities, he also had control over those who were tasked with accomplishing the goals and objectives of the division.

Division managers were responsible for providing non-nursing, non-medical support and clerical functions to a given division. Their functions included the supervision of ward clerks, monitoring housekeeping functions, monitoring patient transportation services, and monitoring and assuring the availability of services and supplies from all support departments. In addition, they requested and monitored maintenance services. The division manager also assumed responsibility for functions that were unique to each unit and engaged in activities such as collecting and analyzing data, identifying and communicating problems, suggesting changes, implementing solutions, determining budgets, and developing reporting systems.

The division manager worked very closely with nursing and the medical staff. Such programs consistently formed around the principle of tripartite management, and decisions over assignment of certain duties and responsibilities were agreed upon by nursing, medicine, and administration.43 Joint decision-making on policies, procedures, and functions was the rule, not the exception.

The actual organizational structures for hospitals using this concept varied. Figures 3 and 4 depict two organizations that currently utilize this concept. Figure 3 demonstrates the division management system in use at the
Figure 3. Cook County Hospital Management System
Source: Adapted from Ishwar Gupta, John T. Farrell, Haryash P. Gugnani, "How the Revised Unit Management Program at Cook County Hospital Eliminated 87 Jobs and Saved $400,000" Hospital Topics 54 (Sep-Oct 1976): 39.
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Figure 4. Midland Hospital Center Division Management System
Source: David Reece, Robert Boissoneau, and Eric Wolters, "Division Management System Replaces Unit Management" Hospital Topics 57 (Jan-Feb 79): 15.
Cook County Hospital, Chicago Illinois while Figure 4 demonstrates the division management structure at the Midland Hospital Center in Midland Michigan. The division manager at Cook County Hospital has the title of assistant administrator for a certain service. The division managers are under the Assistant Director for Patient Services Administration. The Midland Hospital Center calls one of their division managers the Surgical Services Division Manager. The figures demonstrate that significant differences in the structures and sizes of such divisions exist. The Cook County Hospital organization is more along "traditional" organizational lines with a structured hierarchy. The Midland Hospital Center organization is much less structured. The number of divisions formed varies with the size and type of hospital. These divisional organizations equate each division with establishing a hospital-within-a-hospital.

Other hospitals use the philosophy of division management but replace the administrative role with a nursing role. Decentralized decision-making authority and accountability are established at the level of the Nursing Patient Services Coordinator who is responsible for both the clinical nursing and administrative aspects for a given area. Figure 5 depicts such an organization.

A more decentralized model places the head nurse in the role of providing managerial support to a given unit. This approach creates a mini-division manager with the head nurse being the focal point for control and responsibility. While this appears to be contrary to the perceptions discussed in the general review of literature, others see the head nurse as the "logical" person to integrate and coordinate patient care activities and management support. However, this role is realistic only if ancillary support departments are more responsive and acknowledge that the head nurse is the rational and appropriate person to assess the joint outcomes of all services.
converging on the patient. If this occurs the requirements for conflict management consume much less of the nurse's time. Administrative support is provided by a unit coordinator and a ward secretary who work directly for the head nurse. Figure 6 depicts such a decentralized organization.

FIGURE 5: Nursing Personnel in Division Management Role

FIGURE 6: Decentralized Nursing Management Model
Another organizational approach established to improve information flow and lateral coordination and integration was the matrix organization. The complex organization was viewed as having too many organizational connections and inter-relations between line and staff elements. Lines of control, communication, and cooperation were too numerous within the formal and informal organization. The hierarchial organization benefited from centralization of specialized resources but this structure was subject to conflicts when the need for multiple projects or teams arose. The problem was how to specialize (create divisions of labor), decrease the numerous lines of communication, control, cooperation, and yet integrate the parts into a whole. Matrix management was seen as a possible solution to these problems.

The matrix structure was intended to meet the need for both vertical and horizontal coordination of specific functions. This type of organization was seen as being especially appropriate for hospitals since they had a large number of highly differentiated activities that the "traditional" pyramidal organization was unable to coordinate in an expeditious manner and often became overloaded attempting to do so. In the matrix organization, hierarchial departmentation around the functional specialist was maintained while lateral coordination was also provided through a formal organizational approach. Centralization and decentralization coexisted in this organization and integration and coordination received as much emphasis as specialization.

The expected benefits of this type of organization were the balancing of objectives, sharing of resources, and multidirectional coordination. The major disadvantage reported was the possibility of divided authority and responsibility. Matrix management violated the unity of command concept for those functioning on the patient care teams. Figure 7 depicts a suggested administrative matrix organization. The people within the matrix clearly shared
Figure 7. Administrative Matrix Model
their allegiances between the functional chief and the "team" chief who, in
the administrative matrix, was part of the administrative hierarchy. Another
disadvantage of the matrix was that duplication of efforts could exist between
the functional "boss" and the matrix "boss". They could both attempt to perform
the same duties in order to arrive at the fulfillment of their own goals. While
supporters of this type of model stated that clearly defined roles and
responsibilities negate such problems, the fact remains that this organization
had problems giving the matrix manager some authority over others who are
assigned to, and report to, the functional department chiefs. The literature
reviewed consistently presented the philosophical value of the matrix organ-
ization, but no evidence was found that indicated that such organizations have
actually been formally implemented in hospitals.

It is important to note that there were numerous types of matrix
organizations. Some formed the matrix by product produced, project to be done,
service provided, or any other situations that required special teams to
accomplish. Other types of matrix organizations formed the matrix around people
or groups of people instead of what was to be accomplished. The possible
combinations of functions that can be formed into a matrix management organi-
zation are almost limitless. The main point was that these organizations
stressed integration and coordination above control within the organization.

In general terms, matrix models were similar to division management
models in that both attempted to create a hospital-within-a-hospital. Division
management retained more of a vertical hospital organization while matrix
management formed a horizontal hospital-within-a-hospital. The person
representing "administration" (shown on the left of the matrix) was tasked with
providing essentially the same types of administrative and managerial support
functions as the division manager. The main difference was the philosophical
emphasis of the organization. Division management emphasized control. Matrix management emphasized lateral coordination.

The organizational variations described above agreed on one point. Coordination efforts which are centralized often resulted in a lack of authority, responsibility, and operative coordination at the unit level. The conclusion was that coordinating functions of the hospital must be endowed with managerial rather than mere communicational power.\textsuperscript{51}

\textbf{Summary of Civilian Literature}

Leonard R. Sayles has observed that there are seven basic elements and responsibilities in administrative roles.\textsuperscript{52} These are:

1- \textbf{To manage workflow}– to have operating responsibility.

2- \textbf{To stabilize}– to be responsible for approving certain technical decisions before implementation.

3- \textbf{To audit}– to be responsible for evaluating performance or decision effectiveness after completion of workflow.

4- \textbf{To advise}– to be responsible for providing technical assistance when and if requested.

5- \textbf{To provide services}– to be responsible for providing centralized support functions.

6- \textbf{To act as a liaison}– to be responsible for acting as an intermediary between managerial and organizational elements.

7- \textbf{To exercise institutional management}– to be responsible for personnel and equipment housing and support.

These basic elements were present in different amounts and were distributed differently in every organization. A review of the various organizational designs discussed in the review of literature demonstrated that there was not a
consensus on which of these elements were more important, or what the "proper" combination and organization of these functions should be. The general conclusion noted was that research is needed concerning the advantages and disadvantages of departmental versus unit coordination and various types of arrangements within these categories.53

Administrative and/or management support systems were influenced by the attitudes, opinions, experience, profession, and characteristics of each power group within the organization. There was no consensus on models for analyzing hospital behavior including the reasons that hospitals adopted specific organizational structures.54 While some sought to use matrix and other forms of organizations, others felt that the answer to control and integration problems was to simply add more manpower.55 The lateral coordination role has not worked well because the persons in these roles lacked knowledge, authority, or both. Articles existed that discussed the issues of delegation of responsibility and accountability but little appeared on the issue of authority or any defined management systems that encompassed all these elements.56

The different arrangements for the provision of administrative and managerial support demonstrated that many hospitals have abandoned efforts to establish clear lines of authority, boundary lines, and other approaches that have been accepted as the "proper" methods of organizing. The symmetrical organization with one superior for each subordinate, staff and line functions clearly separated, and unity of management may be a rarity except in only the very small, undifferentiated organization.57 The problem was that few realistic alternatives for structuring hospital organizations were provided in the literature. From the amount of reorganization that was reported it did not appear that the right "fit" of administrative and managerial support assets to the needs of the organization had been identified.
Review of Military Literature

The majority of the military literature reviewed was directive in nature and did not discuss organizational alternatives for providing administrative and/or managerial support. It also did not discuss the advantages or disadvantages of the current systems utilized. A review of the general literature did not reveal any published articles pertaining to the CSD concept.

One study of the CSD concept was done in 1980 by three students in the U.S. Army-Baylor Program in Health Care Administration. Their study did not attempt to differentiate between administrative and managerial support as defined in this study. They combined the two under the heading of administrative support.

This study demonstrated that some of the same stimuli present in the civilian sector were also present in the Army health care sector. Of 456 Army health care providers questioned (263 physicians and 193 nurses), 95 percent of the physicians and 88 percent of the nurses indicated that administrative support was valuable to them. However, 43 percent of the physicians and 41 percent of the nurses perceived that they were limited in the number of patients for whom they were able to care for because of administrative problems, constraints, or requirements.

Several significant findings pertaining to the provision of such support were presented in the study. The preponderance of analysis presented in the 1980 study suggested that, the farther removed from the CSD, the more satisfied the aggregate providers' perceptions became. A definite proclivity toward decentralized organizations was identified. Of the 34 hospitals surveyed only 13 used the CSD concept established by APC Model #18. The study did not produce evidence that a CSD improved either the efficiency or effectiveness of the hospital. The general conclusion arrived at was that hospitals should...
not be directed to comply with the APC Model #18, but rather, they should be allowed to develop organizations that best meet their needs.

**Review of Local Military Literature**

In an effort to identify local trends and philosophies pertaining to the provision of administrative and managerial support, various local historical documents ranging from 1974 through 1981 were reviewed. In addition, the Manpower Survey Reports (Schedules X) were analyzed.

In 1973 this MEDDAC underwent a reorganization of administrative and managerial assets. This reorganization abolished the position of a clerk supervisor who was responsible for 87 civilian clerks and secretaries. These assets were decentralized under the supervision and control of the department/division/service chiefs or the section NCOICs. In the same year, the Clinical Administration Division was established. It was comprised of an Associate Administrator, Departmental Administrators, and Ancillary Service Point of Contact Coordinators. This organization was intended to intensify the supervisory relationship between the Associate Administrator and the Departmental - Assistant Administrators. The Associate Administrator was given supervisory control over the Departmental Assistant Administrators. He was to provide a source of direction, experience, and expertise for the junior administrators. This single manager concept was to tie all clinical administrative elements together to produce responsive support to physicians and patients and to provide a primary point of contact between the Executive Officer (XO) and all administrative staff officers in all matters relative to clinical administration.

The administrative support services provided by this division were to relieve burdensome administrative requirements from the physician, develop
and implement administrative systems and sub-systems designed to eliminate confusion, and finally to provide education, assistance, guidance, and career development for the junior administrative assistants. This division was to be responsible to both the Chief of Professional Services (CPS) and the XO for planning, organizing, directing, staffing, budgeting, and evaluation of administrative and clinical service operations.

Prior to 1973 administrative and managerial support was provided by administrative assistants assigned throughout the organization. Appendix D demonstrates the distribution of such assets. The changes that occurred in 1973 resulted from the perception that department chiefs were not being given the type or amount of assistance needed. The unsupervised junior officers were seen as having little knowledge or experience in administrative matters. They were also perceived as receiving conflicting guidance, being poorly supervised, not being fully utilized, and in general, producing less than satisfactory results. The department chiefs were described as providing only sporadic direction to these assistants and crisis management was the practice, not the exception. Whether these perceptions were based on fact or assumptions was unclear. No evidence was presented to support these perceptions. Regardless, the single purpose division under one manager was seen as the answer to these problems.

Between 1973 and 1978 several events occurred which impacted on the operation of this division. In 1976 operational control of all medical records was transferred to the Patient Administration Division. During the same period some of the titles within this division changed. The Chief, Ambulatory Support Branch became the Administrator, Department of Primary Care and Community Medicine. Several of the NCOIC positions also changed during this period. In 1977 the Family Practice Service had an administrative officer.

In June 1978, the Clinical Support Division was organized. This formed
an Office of the Chief, Clinical Support Division with five major subsections with each subsection chief reporting directly to the Chief, CSD. These sections were: the Inpatient and Ancillary Support Branch; the Ambulatory Care Support Branch; the Patient Assistance Liaison Officer/Hospital Information; the Medical Library; and the Central Appointment System. The management philosophy of the CSD was to be management by objective and exception.

The Chief, CSD was designated as an Associate Administrator. The Chief, Inpatient and Ancillary Support Branch was to coordinate the administrative support for the Departments of Medicine, Surgery, Radiology, Psychiatry, Nursing, Pathology, and Pharmacy Service. The Chief, Ambulatory Care Support Branch was to provide administrative support to the Departments of Primary Care and Community Medicine and Family Practice. This person was also tasked with providing direct supervision and technical assistance to the Troop Medical Clinics located on post.

The stimuli and philosophies that produced the changes in 1973 promoted the establishment of the CSD in 1978. The only things that really changed in 1978 were the alignment of branches within the division and the addition of certain duties and responsibilities. Several NCOIC positions were realigned and some titles in the CSD changed again. In 1981 the CSD organization was changed again and some titles were again changed (See Appendix C).

In summary, while the philosophy that prompted the establishment of centralized administrative and managerial support did not appear to change, the titles and organizational arrangements of the CSD changed frequently during the period between 1973 and 1981. While some of these changes can be explained due to changes in the overall hospital organization other changes are not as easily justified. In most cases the changes appeared without any rationale or justification.
Summary of Military Literature

The military literature demonstrated that while Army hospitals were being encouraged to adopt the CSD organization the efficacy of such actions could not be clearly established. The Army hospitals appear to have the same types of problems encountered by the civilian sector in that there was a lack of research that established the benefits and costs of the organizational arrangements developed. The constant reorganization discussed also demonstrated that some Army hospitals have done no better than the civilian hospitals at determining what the right organizational "fit" should be between those tasked with providing administrative and managerial support and those providers requiring such support.

Outline of Discussion

The following discussion will describe and analyze the existing organization of the CSD at the Fort Ord MEDDAC. The analysis will be based primarily on interviews conducted at this MEDDAC. The APC Model #18 will then be analyzed using information obtained from the health care literature, interviews with others who have established and/or are assigned to other Army MEDDACs and Medical Centers, and organizational models for CSDs that other MEDDACs have developed. Certain advantages, disadvantages, and questions of efficacy will then be presented in regards to the various organizational models identified in the civilian literature, the current CSD organization, and the APC Model #18. Based on the advantages, disadvantages, and efficacies identified, an alternative organizational model for a CSD will be constructed. In conclusion, the best method of organizing a CSD at this location will be discussed. Recommendations will be presented pertaining to the implementation of this method. Some of those interviewed requested that their anonymity be protected. Consequently, none of those interviewed will be identified in any manner.
II. DISCUSSION

The Existing System

Fort Ord MEDDAC Regulation 10-162 describes the organization and functions of the Clinical Support Division at Silas B. Hays Army Community Hospital. Figure 8 depicts the current organization of this division. Figure 9 demonstrates the placement of this division within the entire hospital organization. Figure 10 presents the current requirements, authorizations, and the number of personnel actually assigned to all elements of this division.

![Diagram of Clinical Support Division]

**FIGURE 8: Current Organization of the Clinical Support Division.**
SOURCE: MEDDAC Reg. 10-1.

Figure 10 shows one Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) assigned to the Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch and another NCO assigned to the Primary Care Support Branch. However, neither is actually working in that branch. The NCO assigned to the Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch is actually functioning as an administrative assistant to both the Chief, Professional
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*Functions as Outlined in Chapter 3
**To be Organized July 1981.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTION/REQUIREMENT</th>
<th>AUTHORIZED</th>
<th>ASSIGNED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Office of the Chief CSD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Officer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (MAJ, MSC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Clerk Steno</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Officer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (CPT, MSC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Professional SVC NCOIC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (E-8 71G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Clerk Steno</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 secretarial positions have</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>been identified as requirements for the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Assurance Program (QAP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Support Branch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Officer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (1LT, MSC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Senior NCO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (E-8 91B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Admin NCO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Messenger</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Supervisory Medical Clerk</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Clerk Steno</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Medical Clerk</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Appointments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Supervisor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Senior Appointment Clerk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Appointment Clerks</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Stat Clerk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Assistance Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Patient Assistance Officer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Clerk Steno</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:**  
Required-32  
Authorized-27 plus  
Assigned-24  
2 for QAP  
plus 1 for QAP

FIGURE 10: Current Requirements, Authorizations, and Assigned for the CSD  
SOURCE: Fort Ord MEDDAC Manpower Documents.
Services and the Chief, CSD. In that role he performs duties such as coordination of office activities, maintaining the medical policy program, coordinating various matters with the departmental NCOICs, and other duties to relieve the Chief, CSD, and the CPS of administrative procedure requirements.

The senior NCO assigned to the Primary Care Support Branch has been detailed to provide administrative support directly to the Chief, Department of Primary Care and Community Medicine (DPCCM). In this role he functions as an administrative assistant to the Chief, DPCCM. His duties include coordination of Troop Medical Clinic operations, coordinating various operational matters with the NCOICs of the clinics within the DPCCM, and completing certain records and reports as directed.

If those CSD 'ranches providing specific types of support (Central Appointments and the Patient Assistance Officer) and the two NCOs performing in administrative assistant roles are removed from consideration as personnel available to provide general administrative and managerial support, this division is left with three officers and several clerk stenos. These officers also have other duties which impact on their time available for performing CSD functions. The Chief, CSD is designated as the Associate Administrator for Professional Services. In this role he functions as the administrative assistant for the CPS. His time is divided between this role and being the Chief, CSD. This officer also serves as an Assistant Inspector General (IG) for the hospital and is frequently involved in hearing and resolving complaints.

The Chief, Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch also has other duties. He is the coordinator for the MEDDAC Quality Assurance Program (QAP). This officer states that he spends approximately 60 percent of his time dealing with QAP issues, attending meetings, and working on administrative matters associated with this program. Two of the clerk/steno positions listed in
Figure 10 have been designated for the Quality Assurance Program and one is to assume the duties of the QAP coordinator. However, at this time only one of these positions has been filled. These officers also perform the usual rotating duties assigned to all MSC officers in the MEDDAC to include Administrative Officer of the Day, completing Reports of Survey, and investigations.

The functions of those assigned to this division are listed in Appendix C. The functions listed are almost identical to those prescribed by Health Services Command Regulation (HSC Reg)10-1. The only differences are that the functions of this MEDDAC's Chief, CSD is designated to function as the Associate Administrator for Professional Services and, even though the Chief, Specialty Care and Ancillary Support is presently the QAP coordinator, the Chief, CSD is tasked with coordinating and providing administrative support to the Quality Assurance Program.

The functions of the Chief, Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch are the same as those listed in HSC Reg 10-1. The functions of the Chief, Primary Care Support Branch are identical with those functions listed in HSC Reg 10-1 with one major difference. HSC Reg 10-1 states that the functions of this position include the operation of a central appointments system when established. As can be seen in Figure 8 this MEDDAC's Central Appointment System reports directly to the Chief, CSD.

The mission of the CSD is to provide centralized administrative management support to all professional elements of the hospital. However, they have no formal authority or control over any of the administrative support assets in the hospital. Each of the professional departments and services has an NCOIC. The Departments of Medicine and Surgery each have a senior NCO assigned to act as both the NCOIC for the department and the administrative assistant to the department chief. These NCOs are rated and controlled by the department/
service chiefs and their functions include management, supervision, and actual performance of certain administrative procedures within the department/service and to provide assistance to the department/service chiefs in conducting the general operations of the departments and services.

Other personnel are also present who perform certain administrative support functions that are not formally controlled by either the CSD or the department/service NCOICs. These are the Department of Nursing NCOICs assigned to wards, clinics, and Troop Medical Clinics who report to, and are rated by, Department of Nursing personnel. These NCOICs are assigned primarily to supervise the nursing care being provided by other nursing personnel but they also perform certain administrative procedures and become involved in administrative and managerial support in these areas. In addition, head nurses are assigned to all inpatient units and some of the outpatient units such as the Emergency Room and the Family Practice Clinic. These personnel function as health care providers, first line managers for their areas, and they have certain responsibilities for the coordination, integration, and operational functioning of their areas. The Department of Nursing has supervisory personnel in both the inpatient and outpatient areas who supervise, direct, control, and rate these head nurses and NCOs.

It was interesting to note that the wards that are controlled, supervised, and managed by the Dept. of Nursing were viewed differently than the clinics where the same functions are performed. The Medical Service Corps officers interviewed appeared to have the perception that these wards and other specialty care inpatient areas were "off limits" to them. Some stated that they rarely even entered these areas. This "off limits" perception did not apply to the outpatient areas. It appeared that the consensus was that the head nurses and wardmasters were the logical personnel to control and direct
these inpatient and other areas.

The secretaries, clerks, and receptionists throughout the hospital are assigned to specific departments, division, services, or branches. The manner in which they are controlled and rated varies between organizational elements. In some areas the NCOIC rates these personnel while in others, the department or service chief rates them. However, none of these assets are centralized under the control of the CSD as proposed by APC Model #18. The CSD controls only those clerk stenos that are assigned directly to their division.

The Clinical Support Division is physically co-located with the CPS on the second floor of the hospital. The Chief, CSD, the Chief, Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch, the NCO acting as the administrative assistant to the CPS and the Chief, CSD, and three clerk stenos are located in four offices directly adjacent to the CPS. The Central Appointment System is also on the second floor. The Chief, Primary Care Support Branch and the Patient Assistance Office are located on the first floor in the outpatient clinic areas.

Evaluation of the Existing System

From the interviews conducted, the organization and functions of the existing CSD can be summarized in one word: confusing. Those interviewed were not certain what the CSD did, who was designated within the CSD to support them, or what the relationships were between the NCOICS in the various wards, clinics, departments and the CSD. The relationships between those in the CSD and those performing as department and service chiefs was also unclear. Some saw the role of those assigned to the CSD to be "trouble shooters" or "action officers". Others felt that they should prepare award proposals and insure that qualified administrative personnel were assigned to their area.
While confusion was evident, the interviews did not produce comments that indicated an overall displeasure with the administrative support or administrative management support being provided. Many compliments were heard pertaining to the abilities and dedication of those working in the CSD. Several situations were recounted where those in the CSD had provided significant assistance in resolving problems. However, it appeared that most of these interactions had occurred after a significant problem had developed. Little information was provided indicating that proactive management and/or administrative management support activities were consistently initiated by those assigned to the CSD.

A clear consensus of satisfaction or dissatisfaction pertaining to the quality or quantity of support being provided was not present. Those interviewed stated that they valued the support they received and, in general, they recognized the realities of functioning within a system that must operate under certain personnel and cost constraints. One physician stated his perception of the overall situation when he stated that "doctors don't like to do paperwork but it is a fact of life. It is a lot worse on the outside."

Those interviewed especially valued the administrative procedure and administrative management support they received from the departmental NCOICs, the Department of Nursing personnel, and the other clerical personnel who were assigned to the departments, services, wards, and clinics. There also appeared to be a general satisfaction with the quantity of such support provided. However, certain comments were made which indicated that a need existed for clerical personnel to function within these areas when the assigned personnel were sick, on leave, or when temporary increases in workloads arose. When such situations arose, the administrative procedure workload was reportedly delayed until the person returned to duty, it was shifted to someone else within the department/service, or the NCOIC did it himself.
The state of confusion referred to appears to exist for several reasons. First, the functions and responsibilities listed in MEDDAC Reg 10-1 for those assigned to the CSD are very ambiguous. Phrases such as "development and operation of appropriate training programs" are almost meaningless. Who is to be trained? Does "operation" mean conducting the actual programs? What does appropriate mean? All the functions listed are open to such questions and the interpretations of these functions varies. The use of terms such as liaison, assistance, and coordination do not lead to clear role definition and uniform understanding of what is to be accomplished.

Second, the organization of the CSD in relation to the other departments/divisions/services is not clearly established or understood. The CSD has no authority over anyone outside their division yet they must maintain close lines of contact and interaction with all departments, especially the department chief and NCOIC. The only authority that those assigned to the CSD have stems from their association with the CPS. While this association produces a certain amount of referent power it also creates relationship problems for the CSD. Many of those interviewed had the perception that all those in the CSD were assigned to, and "worked for" the CPS. They felt that the emphasis on projects and priorities were consistently established by the CPS and that the CSD was one large "assistant to" the CPS. This relationship appeared to impact on the propensity of certain providers to utilize the services of these managers.

The relationship between the CSD and the "administrative" elements of the hospital contribute to this confusion. The managers within these elements appear to want the CSD to become involved in some areas, yet not in others. Clear lines of responsibility and accountability for nonprofessional directives, taskings, and policies, and procedures are not evident. This results in duplication of effort, some organizational conflict, and a perception by some
functional specialists in the "administrative" organization that those in the CSD "have not accomplished anything". Others hold the perception that some managers in the "administrative" organization "dump" on the CSD. This occurs when certain administrative and/or managerial matters are not dealt with in the correct organizational channels. A complaint that was heard was that some administrative procedure and managerial support requirements were sent directly to the departments and services yet, if compliance problems arose the CSD was held responsible. Exactly how the CSD should "fit" into the operations and activities of the "administrative" organization is unclear.

Another problem associated with organizational relationships is that the CSD acts as an additional management level within the "professional" organization. Some of those interviewed questioned the need to informally route certain matters through the CSD before they went to the CPS. The feeling was that certain administrative matters pertained only to specialty areas which those in the CSD would not understand and they would have to be returned for an explanation. Sending such items through the CSD was perceived by some as only slowing the flow of information. Others viewed this additional organizational level as beneficial. Those in the CSD provided a "sounding board" where ideas could be presented before going to the CPS. Exactly how the CSD "fits" into the "professional" organization is unclear.

A third point of confusion arises from the question of who is responsible for coordinating, accomplishing, and/or providing assistance to accomplish unique projects or programs. One professional clearly related that when such projects arise she "wastes time" trying to determine "where to get information, how to organize it, and finding someone with some experience on the subject". She stated that she often needs "someone to help" with such projects that do not naturally align themselves with existing functional experts within the
organization. Others state that they "waste lots of time trying to coordinate things" and that the "lack of coordination causes duplication".

Some of those interviewed associated this need for "someone to help" and for assistance in coordination with the Organizational Effectiveness (OE) role that is used at some Army Medical Centers. The perception was that the OE role provides a non-aligned management resource within the organization that can provide assistance to the first line manager in areas such as problem identification, development of appropriate alternatives, general system design, as well as assistance in evaluating outputs and outcomes. This role was also perceived to offer benefits as the manager would not have to take all their problems to their direct line supervisor. Taking problems to the "boss" opens the manager to possible criticism without assurance that assistance in resolving the problem will be provided. The alternative of having someone to take problems to who is a peer and has the time and knowledge to assist in the problem solving process was appealing to some of those interviewed.

The lack of clear areas of responsibility, authority, and organizational relationships affects the job satisfaction of those assigned to the CSD. The existing confusion results in some instances in the CSD being eliminated from the decision making processes that pertains to administrative management or management support matters. These problems decrease the job satisfaction for those assigned to the CSD.

Another problem identified is that many of the functions performed by the Chief, CSD do not require the attention of a highly trained and experienced officer. Someone else with less education and experience would be better utilized in "pushing paper" which was described as one of the responsibilities associated with current role of the Chief, CSD.

The subdivision of the CSD into an inpatient and outpatient branch creates
other problems for the managers in this division. The functions and support required for these branches is almost identical. Such a subdivision creates redundancies and also requires that each officer have a knowledge in a wide variety of areas. The CSD does not benefit from having each officer develop certain areas of expertise that maximizes the officer's experience, education, and natural abilities. Many of those interviewed viewed the CSD staff as functioning as mini-comptrollers, mini-logisticians, and mini-personnel officers. However, they do not have the functional expertise to fill these roles and thus, they can be accountable for very little.
APC Model #18 Clinical Support Division

The organizational model proposed in APC Model #18 is based on two assumptions. First, if the provider is freed of certain administrative and managerial tasks he will have more time for direct patient care. Second, the most effective way to free the provider of such tasks is to establish a centralized system through which administrative assets can be properly managed, guided, and supervised.

The first assumption as stated can only be partially accepted as true. If the amount of time required to perform one type of task is decreased, then the amount of gross time available for other functions increases. However, the assumption that this additional time will be devoted to patient care is not necessarily true. The provider could use this time just as easily for teaching, studying, or even personal affairs.

The second assumption is open to a great deal of debate. The centralized organization proposed in APC Model #18 complies with the "traditional" principles of organization and management. The span of control appears to be reasonable. Uniform methods of directing and supervising those within the division can be maintained, and the single manager concept may provide more flexibility and responsiveness. At "face value" such an organization should work well. However, centralization is not without costs to the organization. Centralization fixes the organizational level at which decisions are made and it limits the number of groups allowed to participate in the decision making process. The managers of such centralized systems make decisions pertaining to the utilization of assets that are directly supporting others outside of the centralized systems itself, yet those who depend on the support of these assets may not be invited to participate in the decision making process. Consequently, no one wants to lose control of "their" assets.
APC Model #18 brings to the forefront the issues of control and authority to make certain decisions. Under the concept of the Administrative Support Branch which preceded the CSD concept, the Chief of the Branch was primarily to coordinate administrative and logistical support.60 APC Model #18 changes this coordinating role to one that centers on control and authority to direct those within the CSD. In small hospitals, such as the one that the model is based upon, such centralization and control may be feasible. APC Model #18 requires the CSD managers to control a very small number of people: 5 clinic receptionists; 3 ward clerks; and a Central Appointment System with only 5 people assigned. Control over these personnel could be maintained and the needs of those to be supported could be realistically appraised and met. The provision of uniform guidance and supervision of this small number of personnel would also be a fairly simple matter.

As the size of the organization increases the number of such support personnel increases. The single manager's span of control increases and his functions must be delegated to others. The single manager concept breaks down as more delegation is required. In addition, as the organization becomes larger it becomes more differentiated and staff begins to align itself with certain departments. The single manager would have significant problems maintaining control and providing uniform guidance and supervision over such a large number of personnel performing administrative procedures. In a large organization the single manager would also be hard-pressed to determine the real needs of the areas to be supported, determining priorities for the utilization of administrative assets, and resolving the conflicts over the decisions made. The same problems would impact on the managerial support provided. With increasing demands for support who would receive support and what would it be? APC Model #18 does not clearly address these subjects and supports "diluting" the single
manager concept by adding additional levels within the CSD organization as the size of the organization to be supported increases.

To test the efficacy of the centralized model proposed by APC Model #18 information pertaining to the organization of administrative assets was obtained from the MEDDACs at the following locations: Fort Hood, Texas; Fort Polk, Louisiana; Fort Bragg, North Carolina; Fort Benning, Georgia; and Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. In addition, the same information was obtained from Letterman Army Medical Center, San Francisco CA. and the Landstuhl Army Regional Medical Center, Landstuhl Germany. The assumption was that if the benefits of centralized administrative systems were greater than the costs then such systems should frequently appear in similar organizations.

The results of these evaluations are inconclusive. Some Army CSD organizations are totally decentralized. Some have only a partially centralized organization. Still other CSDs are decentralized. Some have centralized secretarial, clerk typist, and receptionist support while others do not. Only one organization includes centralized support to the Community Mental Health Activity and one organization uses an officer within the CSD for supporting the Troop Medical Clinics.

A continuum from complete centralization to complete decentralization appears to exist with most Army hospitals falling somewhere between the two extremes. Interviews were conducted with personnel at these locations in an attempt to determine why these variations exist. The common theme was that the amount of centralization or decentralization revolved somewhat around local needs but more on the issues of control, responsibility and authority. Those providers responsible and accountable for the outputs and outcomes of certain areas reportedly demand authority and control over the assets which impact upon their operations. This factor appears to be the prime driving force that
determines where on the centralization/decentralization continuum the organizational design falls.

What is more interesting is that most of those interviewed stated that their CSD organizations are undergoing some type of change. Some that were decentralized are moving toward centralization. One organization that had been decentralized, had then gone to the centralized CSD concept, is now moving back toward decentralization. Once again, the struggle over the control of assets, responsibility, and accountability appears to be the driving force. One source made the following comments:

"One of the main drawbacks of this type of system (centralized) is the perception on the part of the clinical staff that things are being taken away from them and that there is a "we-they" syndrome evident in the professional services. They do not have the feeling that they are generally supported for administrative services and that CSD is part of the power structure which some of the clinical staff is distrustful of."

Other variations appear when reviewing the different CSDs. The functions described for those within this division vary significantly. The functions and responsibilities for the Chief, CSD vary in number from five to twenty four. Some appeared to be more oriented toward providing managerial support than purely administrative support. Another difference is the number and rank of the officers and NCOs assigned to the CSD. A consistent staffing pattern is not evident even though the MEDDACs selected for analysis are of similar size and their missions similar. In addition, the utilization of Health Care Administration graduates within the CSD varies between organizations.

It is apparent that a significant amount of variation exists pertaining to methods of organizing a CSD. This would indicate that the assumption presented is false; the benefits of a centralized system do not consistently outweigh the costs, and hospitals have sought different methods of attempting to obtain some of the benefits while minimizing the costs.
Those interviewed locally were also asked who they felt should control and direct those performing direct administrative support (secretaries, ward clerks, and clerk stenos) and those providing administrative management support (departmental NCOICs and wardmasters). The consistent answer was that the department chief should control these assets since he is responsible for the entire operation of the department. These findings support the concept that dissatisfaction with services rise rapidly when the provider of such services becomes involved in a bureaucratic scheme that makes their control more remote, even if the cost to the organization is less. There appears to be a significant dissatisfaction cost in having certain assets working in an area but controlled and directed by someone else. The results of such dissatisfaction costs appear to be significant organizational conflict which limits the lateral coordination activities of all managers.

The provision of managerial support for the providers of direct patient care is not clearly discussed in the model. The duties and functions addressed in the model clearly establish those in the CSD as providing both administrative management support and managerial support as defined in this paper. However, the model does not attempt to make any distinction between these two types of support. The model does state that the formulation of a mission statement which clearly delineates specific areas of responsibility and commensurate authority are important to the successful implementation of the CSD concept. However, it proceeds to propose vague duties and responsibilities such as providing managerial support to all professional activities. As has been described earlier in this paper, the concept of managerial support is difficult to define and has various meanings. Such vague guidance in these areas does not produce clearly defined local roles and functions.
Advantages and Disadvantages

The preceding discussions have illuminated many advantages and disadvantages of the various systems developed for the provision of administrative and/or managerial support within the hospital organization. As noted, significant arguments can be presented on the efficacy of any one of them. The opinions, attitude, and experience of various sources impacted on whether each point was an advantage, disadvantage, or possibly both.

The following section will address various advantages, disadvantages, and questions of efficacy for the civilian organizational models addressed, the current organization of the CSD, and APC Model #18. The criteria listed below were established to assist in determining advantages or disadvantages. Other points that were identified during the interview process and the review of literature will also be presented. The best organization should:

1. Provide managerial support to the widest number of professional elements, especially to those areas which have little or no direct managerial support assets.

2. Free providers of administrative procedure tasks that could be handled by others.

3. Improve the administrative support and the administrative management support provided to those elements delivering direct patient care services.

4. Support current Army regulations, directives, and/or policies.

5. Insure maximum use of the education and experience of the managers assigned to the organization.

6. Identify and group like functions within the organization.

7. Enhance the job satisfaction of those in the organization.
The Civilian Sector

The civilian literature offers several alternatives to include a network of administrative assistants, the use of assistant administrators, the division management concept, and the matrix organization. The use of administrative assistants frees providers of administrative procedures and the responsibility for providing administrative management support. However, if all managers were utilized in such a manner it would not insure maximum use of their education and experience, and support would be limited to a select few in the organization.

The remaining three approaches offer potential benefits but the efficacy of utilizing them in the Army health care system is questionable. These approaches are utilized in hospitals where the physician is not part of the formal organization and the nursing personnel are basically part of the "administrative" organization; the nursing service is under the hospital administrator. The managers in these systems exist to perform lateral coordination functions and to actively represent top management in the decision making process that has been decentralized to the department, division, or matrix level.

In the Army hospital organizations, these physicians are part of the formal organization. They are department and service chiefs. They also hold significant rank in a system that equates rank with power and authority. The hierarchical organization that is used in Army hospitals is structured to facilitate the vertical flow of information and to actively involve top management with all other levels of management. Lateral coordination is achieved through direct coordination, teams, and occasional task forces. This lateral coordination function is part of every manager's function within the hospital. The integrating function is also part of every manager's function. The department chief integrates all services under his control. The CPS
acts as an integrator for all departments and services within the "professional" organization. Other managers, who also have rank, function on the "administrative" side of the organization. They are also tasked with lateral coordination and integration functions. The XO acts as the integrator for all such departments. The Commander insures that the other integrators and coordinators are, in fact, performing their duties. The Army hospital organization also uses the committee structure to coordinate and integrate certain activities and numerous regulations, policies, and rules exist that formally mandate coordination and integration of certain activities and services.

As the Army hospitals grew and became more complex, the need for lateral coordination increased as did the time needed to accomplish it. Using the physician's time to accomplish routine coordination was identified as wasteful and various liaison roles were established within the Army hospital organization to assume such coordinating duties. These roles included the administrative assistant, the departmental NCOICs, and the head nurses.

A consistent argument heard during the interviews conducted was that the manager must have authority and control over those who work within their area in order to accomplish the missions and responsibilities assigned to that area. The presence of division managers or matrix managers within an organization such as the Army hospital that already has a formal system of managers delegated with integrating activities would only complicate the issues of control, authority, and responsibility. The civilian hospitals that use these approaches have fewer managers competing for control over a limited number of assets. They do not exist in a rank conscious system, and their rating systems are flexible.

Division management has been attempted at one Army hospital. The Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC) uses this organizational approach with the goal of improving both the quality and availability of administration and to increase
the level of medical and nursing services provided to the patient. These division managers have the same type of functions as those described in the civilian literature. Their scope of activities includes acting as the principal resource for the resolution of all types of problems for both patients and staff. It is important to note that WRAMC is constructed in such a manner that each floor is basically a hospital-within-a-hospital which facilitates the division management organization. Each floor contains the inpatient and outpatient services of a department and many of the necessary support services are also co-located on the same floor. One of those interviewed had recently been assigned to WRAMC and her comments did not indicate that this system had achieved a great deal of success in reaching their goals, and the issues of control and responsibility reportedly were not readily resolved by this type of organization.

Attempting to establish a "traditional" hospital organization with it's assistant administrator, a division management organization, or a matrix organization in a large MEDDAC with a limited number of administrative and managerial support personnel would present problems by confusing the lines of authority, control, and responsibility. In a large MEDDAC most of the services are centralized. Inpatient and outpatient services are not co-located and the task of identifying and grouping like functions into divisions to be managed would be difficult. The dissatisfaction costs of using these approaches would be greater than the benefits claimed to be achievable by using these methods of organizing.

The organizations proposed in the civilian literature do propose to maximize the use of the education and experience of those functioning as division or matrix managers and offers some enhancement of the job satisfaction for these managers. However, the conclusion reached is that such models could not be readily adopted in a large MEDDAC without significantly restructuring the entire
organization, the rating schemes, and the orientation of the providers working in it. The civilian hospitals that use these methods appear to have reached a consensus of opinion over who should have control and hold certain responsibilities. As has been stated they did not have physicians and rank to contend with. Current regulations and policies within the military sector do not demonstrate that this sector has achieved the same type of consensus.

While the efficacy of using these models in a large MEDDAC has been questioned there are advantages to be noted. Each of the approaches discussed demonstrated the need for clearly defined roles and responsibilities for those providing either administrative or managerial support. This is congruent with the principle of functional definition. This principle states that the more a position has a clear definition of results expected, activities to be undertaken, organizational authority delegated, and the authority and informational relationships with others, the more the individual who is responsible for some activity can contribute toward accomplishing the goals of that activity.

The use of formal and informal committees and the tripartite management philosophy for establishing functional definitions for those performing in administrative and managerial support roles indicated that these approaches provided benefits to the organizations. The committee input allowed for joint decision making and goal setting in establishing this functional definition. This supports the idea that "one master is neither improper nor unusual if the servant can get a prompt resolution when the masters disagree".

The civilian literature demonstrated a proclivity towards decentralization. However, most organizations appeared to decentralize only to a certain point where information flow and coordination was facilitated yet, top management could maintain some control over operations. Some balance between centralization and decentralization appeared to be the goal for these organizations.
The Current Organization of the CSD

The organization of the CSD has been described as confusing. The current functions and responsibilities are unclear. There is a lack of authority for those in the CSD and they are perceived as "working for" primarily the CPS. The relationships between the CSD and other organizational elements are unclear and the CSD does not appear to fill the need for "someone to help" when unique programs and projects arise that require managerial and/or administrative support. The current organization and functions of the CSD also do not comply with APC Model #18 which is seen as a disadvantage only from the point of view that this model is the preferred method of organizing such support services.

A significant advantage in the current CSD organization is that it has a strong patient care orientation. As mentioned, the Chief, CSD is an Assistant IG and the Patient Assistance Office also reports to the Chief, CSD. In addition, the close involvement of the CSD with the MEDDAC QAP and other patient care oriented committees contributes to this orientation. The results are that the CSD contributes to health promotion and education programs as they are aware of real patient problems and the problems in the delivery system. This orientation also decreases the "we-they" syndrome for those assigned to the CSD which is embedded in the "professional" organization. Those providers who are knowledgeable of activities of the CSD do not view them as "theys".

Another advantage in the existing system is that the CSD has managed to informally establish lines of communication, coordination, and cooperation with the departmental NCOICs as well as others who provide professional procedure support such as the Patient Administration Division. Although confusion over formal relationships was reported, the CSD has used various informal mechanisms to establish and maintain these lines. As has been stated, CSD personnel conduct informal meetings with the departmental NCOICs on a regular basis and
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they attend department and other meetings conducted for those in the "professional" organization. In most cases the confusion reported did not appear to have drastic impacts on the working relationships established between the CSD and these other groups. These informal relationships established a viable method of accomplishing work yet, do not require the department or service chiefs to sacrifice control over their assets. This organization has achieved an adequate level of centralization and decentralization in this area and the physician is being freed of most of the administrative procedure and administrative management requirements.

The disadvantages of the current CSD organization and functions are a result of the problems already discussed. The education and experience of those assigned to the CSD are not being maximally utilized because of the "assistant to" roles performed, and the subdivision of the CSD into an inpatient and outpatient division does not allow for the development of expertise in given areas. These factors, plus those previously discussed, do not enhance the job satisfaction of managers or others in the CSD.

The most significant disadvantage of the current system is that it does not provide managerial support to the widest number of professional elements, especially to those areas which have little or no direct managerial assets. As has been discussed, the organization and functions of this division have evolved over a period of years. However, as it evolved it did not abandon certain missions before it assumed new ones. For example, even though the Chief, Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch provides a great deal of support to the QAP, his official functions have not decreased. This type of activity leaves those in the CSD attempting to fill numerous roles with a very limited number of people. The consequence is that certain departments receive less attention than others. As one source stated, the CSD tries to be
"everything to everyone". The CSD is expected to respond to top management, providers, patients, and administration. Managerial support is not uniformly available as others become involved in setting the operational priorities for this division. Areas such as the Department of Nursing and the Community Mental Health Activity receive little or no managerial assistance.

This lack of managerial support will be complicated by future events that will act to both increase the amount of support needed and will present special types of problems that those currently assigned to this MEDDAC will not have the experience or the time to assist the first line manager in resolving. Sometime during the summer of 1981 two computers are going to be installed at this location. One is a Burroughs Model 1955 which will provide general automated data processing support. The other is a Deck 1170 which operates the Computer Stored Ambulatory Records System which will impact primarily on the Departments of Family Practice, Pathology, Nursing, and the Pharmacy Service. The management impacts of these systems are yet to be identified. Most view these systems as offering the potential for improving many aspects of management. However, the literature provides insights that indicate that other impacts may occur as well. Computer systems reduce flexibility, options in decision making, increase the standardization of work, rules, and procedures. Unexpected problems may also occur. In one study of 40 hospitals, nearly one half had some sort of staff interference toward the system and those involved with it. Most of these incidents involved multiple types of interference to include passive resistance (people would not cooperate), oral defamation, alleged inability to use the system, and actual data sabotage.

Computers also impact on the organization by creating new types of jobs, changing the relative status of certain employees and departments, and changing existing workflows. The change may not occur easily. The MEDDAC will have
personnel assigned to manage computer operations but their services will be
taxed maintaining the system itself. Who will assist the first line manager in
identifying these types of problems and developing strategies to resolve them?

Other events are occurring which are changing the manager's role. The con-
trol of supplies and supply funds is being placed at the activity level where
management tools such as daily supply reconciliations are being required.
The Uniform Chart of Accounts has generated increased reporting requirements and
it supposedly will evolve into a system to assist managers at all levels of
management in evaluating the process of health care delivery. It is also to
assist in critical decision making and in performance evaluation. However,
it will also generate demands and needs beyond what the Comptroller can provide.
Who will provide the daily assistance needed?

The MEDDAC QAP and Ambulatory Patient Care Program have both evolved into
significant programs at this MEDDAC. After attending numerous meetings asso-
ciated with both programs it is evident that certain problems and projects
arise that do not "fit" into any of the existing "administrative" or "profes-
sional" areas. As these programs become more refined the number of such prob-
lems that require study and the projects that need completion may increase.

All hospitals have moved beyond simply looking for means to do more; they
now look at how to do things better. The civilian hospitals have hired manage-
ment experts in areas such as finance, marketing, and planning and have placed
them in their organization to develop ways of doing things better. The military
hospitals must develop means of addressing the questions posed above, plus
find ways of also doing things better.

In summary, the current organization does not provide managerial support
to the widest number of professional elements, does not identify and group like
functions within the organization, does not insure the maximum use of the
education and experience of the managers assigned to this division, and does not enhance the job satisfaction of the managers and others in the CSD. It does provide a certain amount of centralized supervision and direction of the support provided to the elements delivering direct patient care services. While it does not support current directives contained in the APC Program, the organization has been accepted by higher headquarters.

**APC Model #18**

The evaluation of APC Model #18 presented several points for discussion as to the efficacy of utilizing such a model. From the interviews conducted and organizations evaluated it appears that significant arguments can be formulated on whether the basic issues at hand represent advantages or disadvantages. This model does support current regulations, directives, and policies. It does identify and group like functions. Ideally it improves both the supervision and direction of those providing administrative procedure support and the system for administrative management of these assets. It also claims to free providers of administrative tasks which are handled by those within the CSD. Whether these ends have actually been accomplished is unclear. Those interviewed did not clearly indicate that the provider was actually freed of any more tasks than he was before these assets were centralized within the CSD model proposed by APC Model #18. One reason for this may be the general inability to actually measure such outputs and outcomes. The same types of measurement problems addressed in the civilian literature impact on the ability of the Army hospital organizations to determine if these ends are being reached. The appraisal of the benefits and costs of such a system are purely subjective.
The civilian literature, the existing military literature and the local literature does not indicate that such a centralized system has achieved much success. The civilian literature offered one reference that supported this type of concept but the preponderance of information indicated a propensity toward decentralization. The existing military literature indicates that significant problems exist for those organizations that have used this model and their conclusion did not support the mandatory use of this Model.

The most significant disadvantage of the model, in relation to this discussion, is that it does not adequately address the subject of management support to be provided to those within the "professional" organization. As has been stated, physicians and nurses in the Army hospital organization are managers. As such, they need assistance in the management process to identify problems, develop alternatives, and evaluate systems. Such a role is not clearly identified in APC Model #18 nor does it exist anywhere else in the Army Hospital organization. The model implies that there is a need for this type of function but it does not provide for the functional definition of such a role.

Little evidence can be found to support the idea that this model insures the maximum use of the education and experience of the managers assigned to the CSD or that such an organization and associated functions enhances job satisfaction for those assigned to the CSD. The fact that such a proposed organization may do this is purely an assumption that cannot be supported in either the organizational literature or in military studies. While the intent of APC Model #18 may be desirable to comply with the implementation of the organizational model proposed and its associated functions may present more costs than benefits for the hospital.
III an Alternative Organization for a CSD

Peter Drucker has stated "the hospital is the most complex human organization we have ever attempted to manage, and, occasionally looking at it, I'm not sure it can be managed". The preceding discussion of methods for providing administrative and/or managerial support would appear to support such a statement. However, this discussion centers not on how to manage the hospital but rather, how to best support those who do.

Based on the review of literature, the interviews conducted, and the advantages and disadvantages presented for each system a viable alternative will be proposed that incorporates the advantages identified and minimizes the impacts of the disadvantages discussed. This proposal does not suggest creating a new element within the organization but rather, modifies the existing CSD.

The first modification would be to place some organizational distance between the CSD and the CPS. Figure 11 depicts the proposed relocation.
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FIGURE 11: Relocation of the CSD Within the "Professional" Organization
As can be seen in Figure 11 this is accomplished by moving the CSD away from the "assistant to" organizational position it currently holds and relocating it in a position aligned with the other departments and services under the CPS. The assignment of the CSD to the position indicated in Figure 10 is an arbitrary decision made by this author; it could be placed anywhere under the CPS.

The internal organization of the CSD would also be modified. The Office of the Chief, CSD, the Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch, and the Primary Care Support Branch would be merged into one CSD. Within this CSD the senior of the three officers assigned would be the Chief, CSD. Another would be the Assistant Chief, CSD. The third officer, preferably the junior of the three, would function as the Administrative Assistant to the CPS under the general guidance and supervision of the Chief, CSD. The position of the Patient Liaison Office and the Central Appointment System in relation to the Chief, CSD would not be effected by this change; they would continue to report directly to the Chief, CSD.

The Professional Services NCOIC would be assigned under the direct supervision of the Administrative Assistant and would support both the Administrative Assistant and the CPS. The Administrative Assistant to the CPS and the Prof. Svcs. NCOIC would become the focal points for administrative procedure direction and guidance within the "professional" organization. They would be the source of uniform guidance on such matters. The other senior NCO authorized for the CSD would continue to function as an administrative assistant to the Chief, DPCCM. No modifications to the present organization or assignment of departmental NCOICs, Department of Nursing NCOICs, secretaries, clerk stenos, ward clerks, or any other assets outside the CSD would be made.

The allocation of clerk steno positions within the CSD would be changed to align these assets with the needs of the division. The Chief, CSD and the
Administrative Assistant to the CPS would share one clerk steno and the Assistant Chief, CSD and the Patient Assistance Office would share one clerk steno. The other two clerk stenos would thus be freed to function as "floats" providing administrative procedure support as needed within the "professional" organization. The assignment of these "floats" would be controlled by the Assistant Chief, CSD who would also rate these personnel. Figure 12 depicts the proposed organization for the CSD and Figure 13 demonstrates the proposed internal staffing and rating scheme for the CSD. Note that except for the one clerk steno position currently assigned to the Patient Assistance Office the internal organization and rating scheme for the Patient Assistance Office and the Central Appointment System are unchanged and therefore, not listed on Figure 13.

The physical location of the CSD would not change. The only thing that would change is the office location for these officers. The Administrative Assistant to the CPS would move into the office next to the CPS's secretary where the Chief, CSD is currently located. The Chief, CSD would move to the office where the Chief, Speciality Care and Ancillary Support is currently located and he in turn would move to the first floor into the office currently used by the Chief Primary Care Support Branch.

FIGURE 12: Proposed Organization of the CSD.
FIGURE 13: Proposed Internal Organization and Rating Plan for the CSD.

As can be noted by comparing Figures 10 and 13 the reorganization of the CSD does not drastically affect the rating scheme for those assigned to the CSD. The CPS continues to rate the Chief, CSD. The Chief, CSD continues to rate and indorse the same military personnel. The two NCOs within the CSD would have a change in rater and the realignment of clerk stenos would impact on the rating scheme for two personnel: The one previously assigned to the Patient Assistance Office and the other previously assigned to the Chief, Primary Care Support Branch. These positions would become the "float" positions under the direction of the Assistant Chief, CSD who would rate these personnel. The current duties of these NCOs would not be altered by this proposal.

This structural reorganization would be accompanied by a significant change in the functions and responsibilities for those officers assigned to the CSD. The Administrative Assistant to the CPS would perform administrative procedure type duties for the CPS. Such duties would include compiling credentials from...
physicians and other providers for presentation to the Credentials Committee, assisting in the administrative requirements for the Officer Efficiency Reports and Award Recommendations for the physicians rated by the CPS, and preparing correspondence as directed by the CPS. See Appendix E for a suggested list of tasks to be performed by the Administrative Assistant to the CPS.

The organizational changes would be accompanied by significant changes in the functions and responsibilities for the Chief and Assistant Chief, CSD. Certain functions which are the primary responsibilities of other departments would be deleted. For example, the coordination for timely preparation, completeness, and content of outpatient medical records as a Patient Administration function would be deleted. Other specific functions would remain assigned to the CSD. Examples of such functions would be assisting all those within the "professional" organization in accomplishing their responsibilities in relation to budgeting and the acquisition of capital expense and MEDCASE equipment. Budget planning, coordination, preparation, and supervision for all areas within the "professional" organization would be an example of these types of duties. Another support area that the CSD would be responsible for would include workload auditing for all "professional" elements. These duties would include determining workload in various patient care areas, evaluating workload against capabilities, and coordinating the findings with the department/service chiefs and the MEDDAC Comptroller to identify problem areas and develop alternatives to improve the delivery system. See Appendix F for a suggested list of functions for the Chief and Assistant Chief, CSD.

The CSD would continue to be responsible for providing administrative and managerial support in preparation for JCAH and IG inspections. It would also continue to assist in the implementation of the Ambulatory Patient Care Program within the "professional" organization. The Chief, CSD would continue to
attend all hospital meetings that he currently attends and he would continue to function as an Assistant IG for the MEDDAC.

The type and number of specific support functions would be limited so that time would be available for providing managerial support as needed within the "professional" organization. This support would include administrative management assistance for departmental NCOICs and the assignment of "float" clerk stenos to locations requiring assistance in completing administrative procedure requirements. Managerial support would also include assistance in accomplishing unique projects or problems that arise and/or general assistance needed by anyone in the "professional" organization in areas such as planning, problem solving, or system analysis.

Managerial support missions assumed by the CSD would arise in three basic manners. The first would be projects or problems that would require only a short period of time to complete: one to two days. These missions would be identified by those within the CSD itself, the CPS, department chiefs, others in the "professional" organization, or from the various hospital committees. The Chief, CSD would review all requests for such managerial support and would establish a prioritized listing of projects and problems as well as a tentative schedule for accomplishing these type of missions. The Chief, CSD would maintain a close relationship with the CPS on the nature and number of such support projects as well as the outcomes of the assistance.

The second type of managerial support missions would be major projects that would require more than one or two days to accomplish. The sources of such projects would arise from anywhere within the organization. Such projects or problems for study would be directed to the Executive/Quality Assurance Committee for discussion, prioritization, and assignment as appropriate to the CSD. The Executive/Quality Assurance Committee is a tripartite committee
composed of the Commander, XO, CPS, and the Chief, Department of Nursing and is the primary decision and policy making committee for the MEDDAC. This Committee would be the logical source of such projects since it already receives worksheets on major problems that cannot be resolved at the lower organizational levels and it reviews all minutes from patient care oriented committees. Once a problem or project has been assigned to the CSD they would be responsible for developing a study proposal which would outline how the study would be undertaken. The proposal would be approved by those on the Executive/Quality Assurance Committee before the study actually begins. The CSD would submit progress reports and the final completed study with alternatives described, an optimal feasible solution identified, and recommendations for implementation included to the Executive/Quality Assurance Committee.

The third source of managerial support missions would be those within the "professional" organization that require immediate action. The source of such missions would arise from anywhere within the MEDDAC. The Chief, CSD and the CPS would determine the nature and course of the assistance to be provided.

The assignment of the specific functions and responsibilities listed in Appendix F within the CSD would be determined by the Chief, CSD. The education, experience, and personal skills of the Chief and Assistant Chief would determine which of them would assume the specific duties assigned to the CSD. However, once this delegation is determined the officer who is to perform the function will do so for all departments within the "professional" organization. Close coordination between the Chief and Assistant Chief on the status of various specific functions would be maintained so that when either the Chief or Assistant Chief is on leave, TDY, or absent for other reasons, the other officer could continue to provide this support. The assignment of managerial support missions within the CSD would also be determined by the Chief CSD. Based on
current workload and the nature of the support requested he could retain the project, assign it to the Assistant Chief, or both officers could complete the project.

These changes in organization and responsibilities would be formalized by publishing a change to MR 10-1. This change would describe the modified organization and establish functional definition for the roles and responsibilities to be assumed by those officers assigned to the CSD.

The CSD has been structured in this manner for several reasons. Modifying the present location for the CSD within the "professional" organization will reduce some of the confusion that has been reported pertaining to the "assistant to" role of the CSD. The previous position of the CSD made it appear as though it was in fact an "assistant to" for only the CPS. Moving the CSD establishes it as a legitimatized organizational element. This movement, along with the clarification of responsibilities, also eliminates the CSD as an additional organizational level between the departments and services and the CSD. Documents and information would not routinely be routed through the CSD before going to the CPS. However, the departments and services still have the option of utilizing the CSD as a "sounding board" for ideas and plans before they are presented to the CPS.

This deletion of the additional organizational level also prevents certain administrative procedure and policy matters from "getting out of the right channels". Those matters that do not fall within the specific support functions of the CSD would not be routed through this division to others within the "professional" organization. In addition, the CSD could not be held responsible for noncompliance in areas that they are not specifically tasked to perform; others could not "dump" on the CSD.

Figure 11 demonstrates that the CSD continues to be placed under the
direction of the CPS. A great deal of debate can be identified as to whether the CSD should be under the XO or the CPS. Under this proposed alternative the CPS is felt to be the appropriate person to direct and rate CSD activities since he is responsible for all activities within the "professional" organization. In addition, the CSD needs to retain some referent power from the CPS in order to function. Returning to the "we-they" syndrome, the CSD is considered to be a "we" in the "professional" organization. Placing them under the "administrative" organization could foster the impression that the CSD is a "they" limiting the effectiveness of the managerial support to be provided.

The modification of the internal organization of the CSD would accomplish several goals. The assignment of a company grade officer to function as the Administrative Assistant to the CPS frees the Chief, CSD to perform those duties and responsibilities of the CSD. This move continues to free the CPS of administrative procedure tasks, yet would provide maximum use of the education and experience of all officers assigned to this division. The combination of the Primary Care Support Branch and the Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch into a single CSD eliminates redundancies in the existing support branches and would allow the assigned officers to develop certain areas of expertise in the areas that they are responsible for. In addition, the CSD will be able to continue to provide support for each department/service even if one of the officers within the CSD is on leave, TDY, or absent from duty for any reason. This action also reduces some of the confusion over which officer supports certain sections. Certain officers do not support specific departments and services; the CSD supports them all. Those requiring assistance would no longer need to seek out the one officer tasked with supporting their department as both officers would be involved in supporting all departments and services within the "professional" organization.
The Administrative Assistant is retained under the Chief, CSD so that administrative and managerial guidance can be provided to this officer from a trained and experienced manager. The Professional Services NCOIC is placed under the Administrative Assistant as the amount of administrative procedure workload generated through the CPS requires two persons to complete. One person would have difficulties in accomplishing both the type and amounts of workload generated. This alignment also improves the flow of administrative guidance and direction from the CPS to the department chiefs and NCOICs. Information would flow from the CPS through the Administrative Assistant and the Prof. Svcs. NCOIC to the department chiefs and NCOICs.

Retaining the current organizational assignment and responsibilities for the other CSD NCO, departmental NCOICs, secretaries, typists, and clerk stenos assigned to the departments and services prevents conflicts over the control of such assets, yet allows for some centralized guidance and direction to be given to these personnel. As has been stated, the interviews conducted did not indicate that the amount or quality of administrative task accomplishment or administrative management support was significantly lacking. The working relationship that has been established between the CSD and the departments and services appears to be functional. The proposed alternative would not change these relationships but rather, they would be significantly strengthened. The informal meetings currently held would continue on a regular basis. The Prof. Svcs NCOIC would attend to discuss administrative procedure management while the Chief or Assistant Chief, CSD would discuss specific activities pertaining to their support responsibilities, administrative management support topics, and general managerial support needs and activities. In addition the use of "float" clerk stenos would improve the quantity of administrative procedure support personnel available within the "professional" organization. These personnel
would replace departmental administrative assets when they are absent from duty. These "float" administrative procedure support assets would be under the control of the Assistant Chief, CSD because the determination of the need for such support and the prioritization of these needs falls within the management realm of the CSD and not within the administrative procedure realm of the Administrative Assistant or Prof. Svs. NCOIC supporting the CPS.

The advocates of division management and APC Model #18 would argue that such an approach does not insure uniform guidance and supervision of administrative procedure assets. In a large MEDDAC, such as Fort Ord, the single manager is unable to provide uniform supervision for such a large number of assets. The use of the NCOIC positions to supervise these decentralized assets and the use of the Administrative Assistant and the Prof. Svs. NCOIC to input uniform guidance on administrative procedure matters to the other NCOICs would not decrease the quality of the supervision currently provided. This proposal requires some providers to rate these support assets but the cost of this action is less than the dissatisfaction cost of losing "their" support personnel.

The most significant benefit of the proposed alternative is that the CSD will now improve the managerial support provided to all those within the "professional" organization plus the Community Mental Health Activity. This support not only meets current needs but it also establishes a system for the provision of managerial support in the future as unique problems and projects arise. The officers assigned to the CSD become the "someone to help" in the accomplishment of special projects and programs that arise within the "professional" organization but do not fall within the functional expertise of others in the hospital. This role maximizes the education and experience of the officers assigned to the CSD and enhances the overall job satisfaction of those assigned to this division. This role also allows those within the
"professional" organization the opportunity to discuss operational problems with someone within the organization who is not their first line supervisor.

There are many types of coordination to include corrective, preventive, regulatory, and promotive. Promotive coordination involves those activities which attempt to improve organizations and the articulation of parts of various systems. It attempts to develop better ways of doing things. The high use of promotive and preventive coordination is positively related to efficiency and quality of care. Most managers and supervisors are too involved in corrective, regulatory, and preventive coordination to do very much promotive activity. The strong managerial support role proposed for those officers within the CSD would establish a focus for promotive coordination within the "professional" organization and provide a resource to aide others in developing skills in this area.

Those managers assigned to the CSD are the ideal persons to accomplish this promotive coordination and general managerial support role. Their fixed support functions give them wide contacts throughout the organization and the modified organizational position proposed will not make them appear to be partial to any one perspective or group. In addition, if health care graduates continue to be assigned to CSD positions, their previous training and experience enables them to begin to understand the professionals. They can exert influence on a basis of expertise and not through formal power and they have been exposed to conflict management skills to assist them in their activities. They have also been trained to perform systems analysis studies and are familiar with many other management techniques.

The use of certain fixed support functions as proposed allows those in the CSD to provide assistance in certain critical areas and it provides targets of opportunity for these managers. These targets of opportunity allow the
the CSD managers to interact with all departments on a regular basis which provides interaction with the department and service chiefs and NCOICs. In doing so, the CSD managers establish themselves as an asset to these first line managers and the opportunity exists to suggest other areas where assistance can be provided. These specific functions allow the CSD managers to move from a peripheral role to one where their support can be identified and utilized by these first line managers.

These specific support functions for the CSD will also have other benefits for the organization. The NCOICs are functioning as managers. They prepare the budget for their areas, determine MEDCASE and capital equipment needs, and they supervise their personnel. The specific functions addressed do not act to usurp the functions of these other managers. These functions assist others in performing these tasks while at the same time, insures that the tasks are completed in accordance with current regulations, policies, and directives. Those who experience significant problems in these areas, or in any area of management, can avail themselves of the managerial support provided by the CSD. These functions allow these NCOICs to perform as managers. The managerial support provided will also assist them in finding better ways of doing their jobs and will help them become better managers. These actions will enhance the NCOICs job satisfaction and subsequent duty performance.

The use of a tripartite committee to assign certain projects and problems for resolution to the CSD will act to gain organizational consensus for their activities. This approach allows for joint decision making and goal setting over the roles and responsibilities of the CSD. The relationship between the CSD and this committee will also improve the QAP as it will provide qualified personnel to study and resolve problems that arise within this area.
IV CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion

The preceding discussion presented several different methods for providing administrative and managerial support to the providers of direct patient care. Each had a different emphasis and focal person (or persons) to achieve such support. They also had different advantages, disadvantages, and questions of efficacy pertaining to their use in the Army hospital organization.

The interviews conducted, documents reviewed, and literature studied demonstrated that there was no consensus of opinion on the "proper" method for organizing those performing administrative procedure tasks for the provider. In addition, a consensus of opinion on the optimal method of providing administrative management or managerial support could not be located. These subjects were fraught with personal opinions, intuitive concepts, past experiences, wishful thinking, and good guesses. The ultimate decision of what is "proper" appeared to rest with those who held the most power in the system.

There is a lack of clear guidance on the organization of administrative procedure, administrative, and managerial support assets within the hospital organization. There is also a lack of published research to facilitate decision making in this area. The decision maker is faced with several alternatives to include retaining the current CSD organization, adopting the centralized organization proposed in APC Model #18, selecting the alternative proposed in this study, or attempting to use one of the methods addressed in the civilian literature. Each has certain benefits and costs for the organization.

The alternative proposed in this study for organizing a CSD builds on the advantages and disadvantages noted for the other organizational methods that
were presented. It is concluded that this is the best method for organizing the CSD as it provides the greatest number of benefits without incurring significant costs. This proposed organization for a CSD provides managerial support to the widest number of professional elements, especially to those areas which have little or no direct managerial support assets. It builds on a system that already frees providers of administrative procedure tasks and has a system for providing supervision and direction of administrative support elements. It supports current regulations, directives, and policies and identifies and groups like functions within the CSD. Finally, it insures the maximum use of the education and experience of the managers assigned to the CSD and it enhances job satisfaction for these personnel as well as the satisfaction of others in the organization. It also maintains a strong patient care orientation, improves the MEDDAC QAP, and provides a mechanism for not only meeting current needs but also future managerial demands that will be placed on the provider. All this is accomplished while avoiding the dissatisfaction cost of centralizing these assets.

While the proposed organization for a CSD does not comply with APC Model #18 this discussion has illuminated several reasons why such noncompliance is justified. Although APC Model #18 is supported at the major command level there is adequate evidence to question the basic efficacy of this support for large MEDDACs such as Fort Ord. APC Model #18 and the other methods described do not allow the organization to seek out new ways of doing things better. The proposed organization for a CSD addressed in this study allows the organization to seek out better ways of doing things at many levels within the organization and this approach will provide many more opportunities to improve the health care delivery system, improve productivity, and to improve overall organizational efficiency and effectiveness.
Recommendations

This study was conducted to determine the best organization for a Clinical Support Division at the U.S. Army Medical Department Activity (MEDDAC) Fort Ord. The following recommendations are made as a result of this study:

1. The alternative organization for a CSD developed in Chapter III be adopted by this MEDDAC.

2. That an ad hoc committee be formed to discuss and approve the specific support functions to be accomplished by the CSD. This will gain organizational consensus for the functions of the CSD and will assist in establishing clear, concise, understandable duties and responsibilities for those in this division.

3. After the specific support functions are determined the CSD publish a change to MR 10-1 establishing their specific support and managerial support functions as well as the mechanics for obtaining managerial support from the CSD as established in the proposed organizational alternative presented in Chapter III of this study.

4. That a formal request be submitted to Health Services Command for recognition of the organization and functions of the CSD at this MEDDAC.

6. That all incoming personnel who will be assigned to managerial roles be briefed by CSD personnel on the roles and responsibilities of this division.

7. That this organizational model not be implemented until the Chief, Speciality Care and Ancillary Support Branch is relieved of his QAP duties and can devote fulltime attention to CSD support responsibilities.

8. That the junior officer currently assigned to the CSD be assigned as the Administrative Assistant to the CPS. The other two officers currently assigned would be designated as the Chief, and Assistant Chief, CSD.

9. That job descriptions be written for all department and service NCOICs to establish functional definition for these positions.
Footnotes
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SECTION I
GENERAL

1. **Purpose.** The purpose of this model is to assist the medical treatment facility (MTF) Commander in establishing an improved administrative management system with the goal of increasing physicians' time available for direct patient care.

2. **Scope.** This model is applicable to hospitals assigned to US Army Health Services Command (HSC). The organizational concepts proposed in this model are in consonance with HSC Reg 10-1.

3. **Definitions.** (Applicable only to this model)
   
a. **Patient Care Elements (PCE).** Refers to those organizational elements within a hospital normally providing direct patient care services (such as the Departments of Medicine, Surgery, Psychiatry, Primary Care, and ancillary services such as Pathology, Radiology, Pharmacy, Optometry, Podiatry, etc.).

   b. **Administrative Support Elements (ASE).** Refers to administrative branches, sections, or individuals assigned within PCE, or centralized services that administratively support the PCE of the hospital.

SECTION II
DISCUSSION

4. Current and projected physician shortages necessitate maximum effectiveness in hospital management. Physicians and other PCE staff members can be relieved of unwanted or assumed administrative tasks only if management can provide effective administrative support personnel to accomplish these functions. Another consideration in developing an administrative management system is to insure the maximum utilization of the education and experience of assigned administrative personnel.

5. To maximize effectiveness, there should be a centralized system of management supervision to provide uniform guidance to all administrative personnel. By grouping all the ASE under a single manager, a more flexible, responsive and dedicated service is possible. Through proper management, this organizational change allows PCE personnel increased time for direct patient care.

6. An organizational structure proposed to effect this change, described in Section III, is also expected to:
   
a. Identify and group like functions within the organization.
b. Improve management supervision of the administrative support provided to PCE.

c. Insure maximum use of the education and experience of assigned administrative personnel.

d. Enhance the job satisfaction and career development of the junior hospital manager.

e. Delineate a progressive career pattern leading to SSI 67A.

f. Ultimately produce more clinically oriented senior hospital managers.

SECTION III
RECOMMENDATIONS

7. The following recommendations to establish a Clinical Support Division (CSD) represent a composite of tested, effective organizational concepts capable of providing improved service to the clinical staff using existing resources. Annexes A and B graphically depict a CSD that will support a 75-125 bed hospital.

a. The CSD should be staffed and organized based on the functions it must accomplish (See Annex C). If adequate staffing is not currently available, document and justify the additional personnel requirements.

b. This organizational model can be adapted readily to a larger facility where sufficient administrative assistants already exist. The model for a 75-125 bed facility requires two administrative officers to make the organization effective. The number of TDA administrative support personnel shown in Annex B was taken from actual manpower allocations to a 90-bed hospital.

c. It should be noted that a centralized stenographic service is provided in the Administrative Support Section, Ambulatory Care Support Branch of this model. This function may or may not be provided subject to the desires of the MTF Commander and the availability of resources.

d. The attached duties and responsibilities summary (Annex C) may be used as a guide for developing on-site job descriptions. An additional guide for an Administrative Officer is provided for larger MTF able to justify more than one officer space. Smaller MTF should consolidate the two guides.

e. The C, CSD should be rated by the Executive Officer (XO) or Chief, Professional Services (CPS) (depending on who is given direct supervisory responsibility).
8. Larger MTF may transfer to the Inpatient and Ancillary (IA) Service Branch spaces such as: (1) administrative assistants, (2) receptionists, (3) medical library personnel, (4) clerk-typists or (5) others in the office of the CPS or in departments/services whose duties are administrative in nature. "Duty station" should remain for the most part the same area as before, but the individuals will now be supervised by the IA Branch Assistant Administrator.

9. There should be no administrative gaps in the hospital system, e.g.; clinic, service, or ward clerk positions that basically have no tie-in with the hospital administrative system. An effective IA Branch can establish a supervisory chain which provides central guidance, support, flexibility, and coverage during periods of leave and other absences.

10. Current experience indicates the following factors should be considered:

   a. A centralized physical office arrangement for the CSD is most effective for small MEDDAC. The larger the MEDCEN/MEDDAC the more decentralized the offices should be.

   b. The total management of the CSD has proven most effective under the supervision of the XO. The term Associate Administrator should be used for the C, CSD only when under the XO's supervision.

   c. The continuing trend is to place all appropriate services (both inpatient and outpatient) under a given specialty chief, e.g., Chief, Department of Medicine. The outpatient services under the Ambulatory Care Support Branch will, therefore, be reduced (Ref HSC Reg 10-1). In larger MEDDAC a very effective alternative to that described in Annex B is the establishment of a:

      (1) Specialty Care Support Branch supervising the Departments of Medicine, Surgery, Psychiatry, Neurology and associated areas. This branch could be divided for very large MEDDAC or MEDCEN.

      (2) Primary Medical Services Support Branch supervising AMIC, Emergency Treatment Service, Physical Examination Service and Troop Medical Clinics.

      (3) Ancillary Services Support Branch supervising Medical Library, Central Appointment Service, Patient Representative Office and points of contact for Pharmacy Service, Pathology and Radiology. The latter two have proven to be very productive management areas because of high dollar expenditure.

   d. The proposed duties and responsibilities listed in Annex C can be redistributed to fit the preceding organizational concepts.

   e. Identify and clarify local responsibilities with regard to CSD and Department of Nursing areas of operation.
11. The successful implementation of the CSD concept at any MTF is a function of many variables. Among the most important are:

   a. The attitudes and philosophies of the CO, XO and CPS pertaining to the structure and management of the hospital organization.

   b. The formulation of a mission statement which clearly delineates specific areas of responsibility and commensurate authority. (Establish a clear line of demarcation).

   c. The avoidance of any actions that might appear to the professional and administrative staffs to represent usurpation of their respective areas of responsibility.

   d. The availability of adequate well-situated office space for day-to-day work, counseling, patient encounters and meetings.

SECTION IV

SUMMARY

12. Proposals presented in this model may be adopted in total, modified or implemented in part, but regardless of the structure used, it must be designed to be more responsive managerially to the department/service chief in particular, and the physician in general. This model has been expanded beyond the normal APC area to eliminate any competition that may exist between inpatient and outpatient administrative services, and to insure a coordinated effort toward unity of purpose.
The proponent agency of this model is the Deputy Chief of Staff, Professional Activities. Users are invited to send comments and suggested improvements on DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications) to CDR, HSC, ATTN: HSPA-A, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

PHILIP A. DEFFER, M.D.
Brigadier General, MC
Chief of Staff

THEODORA H. NAGEL
Colonel, AGC
Adjutant General
ANNEX A to APC Model #18

Administrative Support of Professional Departments
Organizational Relationships

Optional chain of supervision (Hospital Commander option).

(1) Chain of supervision should be given to the XO to retain administrative actions within the current administrative management system and reduce non-medical supervisory tasks of the CPS.

(2) May be given to the CPS to make the organization directly responsible to the clinical staff.

Administrative/technical support provided all clinical departments and services.

*Has an additional duty as chief of one of the branches.

**May be SSI 67A.
ANNEX B

Proposed Clinical Support Division for a 75-125 Bed Hospital

CLINICAL SUPPORT DIVISION

1 - ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
   04 67A

1 - ASST ADMINISTRATOR
   03 67A/67B/67E

C, INPATIENT CARE AND ANCILLARY SVC SPT BR
   (Assistant Administrator)

1 - NCO 71L
1 - ADMIN SP

**
1 - PHARM OFF  PHARMACY
1 - LAB OFF  PATHOLOGY
1 - NCO  RADIOLGY
4 - WARD NCO  NUR SVC
3 - WARD CLK  NUR SVC

C, AMBULATORY CARE SPT BR
   (Assistant Administrator)

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SECTION*

1 NCOIC
1 CLK TYP
1 DMT SUPV
5 DMT

AMBULANCE SECTION**

1 NCOIC
10 DRIVERS (EMTs)

CLINIC SUPPORT SERVICE

1 SUPERVISOR
5 CLINIC RECEPT

**1 NCO TRP MED CL

1 SUPERVISOR
4 APPT CLERKS

1 SUPERVISOR
1 ADM CLK

---

1 Additional duty as Chief, Inpatient Care and Ancillary Svc Spt Branch.
2 Additional duty as Chief, Ambulatory Care Support Branch.
3 Additional duty as NCOIC of the Ambulance Section.

*Includes a typing pool to provide centralized typing support to ambulatory care activities
**Are points of contact for administrative coordination. Service to specialty continues as before.
***For "Ambulances" only, not patient transport vehicles. OPCON under C, EMS.
ANNEX C

CLINICAL SUPPORT DIVISION

DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS GUIDE

1. Chief, Clinical Support Division (Associate Administrator). The Associate Administrator should be a Medical Service Corps (MSC) officer who will be responsible to the Executive Officer (XO) or Chief of Professional Services (CPS) for the planning, organizing, directing, staffing, budgeting, and evaluating the administration of clinical service operations. He should insure that optimal efficiency, effectiveness and economy of operations are maintained at all times. Major tasks include:

   a. Advising and consulting with the XO and CPS on matters relative to specific areas of responsibility.

   b. Providing managerial support to all professional activities.

   c. Directing and coordinating operations of assigned management activities; discussing, reviewing, and evaluating operational matters, policies, and procedures with Assistant Administrators.

   d. Interpreting and communicating objectives, policies and directives to Assistant Administrators of Division.

   e. Coordinating matters pertaining to the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH).

2. Assistant Administrator for Inpatient Care and Ancillary Services. The Assistant Administrator for Inpatient Care and Ancillary Services should be an MSC officer who may be responsible for the following functions:

   a. Managing administrative support for inpatient activities of the hospital.

   b. Developing the budget for inpatient activities in coordination with clinical chiefs and exercising some degree of supervisory control over the expenditures generated for inpatient care.

   c. Assisting the CPS in planning and coordinating medical continuing education programs.

   d. Developing appropriate mobilization and emergency operating procedures in conjunction with the overall hospital plan.
ANNEX C to APC Model #18

e. Monitoring the timely completion of inpatient medical records, medical board actions, and TDRL evaluation, (assisting the Patient Administration Division (PAD)).

f. Assisting the CPS in establishing effective controls to insure timely disposition of hospitalized patients.

g. Developing an effective interpersonal relations program to further promote the concept of "concerned care."

h. Coordinating logistical support and the practice of supply economy for inpatient activities.

i. Providing stenographic and typing support to the hospital inpatient activities (other than PAD responsibilities).

j. Operating the hospital information desk.

k. Maintaining liaison with ambulatory care services to insure proper coordination of follow-up care for inpatients.

l. Supervising procedures and coordination of patient transfers to and from the hospital (assisting the PAD).

m. Maintaining liaison with local civilian hospitals (as appropriate).

n. Supervising personnel not engaged in the direct provision of patient care.

o. Supervising Manpower Management Program for inpatient care activities.

3. Administrative Officer - Inpatient Care and Ancillary Service.

Administrative Officer(s) assigned to Inpatient Care and Ancillary Services should be MSC officer(s) who may be responsible for the following functions:

a. Conducting necessary orientations for newly assigned personnel.

b. Arranging the conduct of inservice education.

c. Providing administrative support for the clinical departments' budgetary processes.

d. Maintaining ward occupancy data and effecting necessary coordination with PAD for the processing of incoming and outgoing patients.
e. Supervising the ordering of supplies, publications and materials as appropriate.

f. Establishing procedures in support of overall hospital disaster plans.

g. Providing necessary assistance to the professional staff in the timely completion of inpatient medical records.

h. Monitoring control procedures for narcotics and other sensitive materials.

i. Compiling statistical data for the preparation of required reports.

j. Arranging for necessary support to next of kin and other personnel requiring specialized assistance.

k. Collecting and consolidating data in support of the manpower management program.

l. Managing property and maintaining property accountability.

4. Assistant Administrator for Ambulatory Services. The Assistant Administrator for Ambulatory Services should be a MSC officer who may be responsible for the following functions:

a. Managing clinics within and subordinate to the hospital. In this connection, he should also establish controls for expenditures and coordinate the submission of budgetary requirements. (Responsibility for professional management of patients is vested in the CPS).

b. Utilizing personnel, facilities, and supplies in support of optimum patient care through coordination with other departments and services.

c. Operating a Central Appointment Service for hospital clinics.

d. Monitoring educational programs applicable to clinic support personnel in cooperation with other departments and services.

e. Operating an interpersonal relations program in the care and management of ambulatory patients. In this connection, he is responsible for the publication and distribution of appropriate guidance/information to clinic patients.

f. Monitoring the timely preparation and administration of outpatient medical records.

g. Preparing and submitting reports and maintaining records as required.
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h. Reviewing clinic work methods and operational procedures.

i. Providing logistical and administrative support to specialty clinics.

j. Supervising the Manpower Management Program for ambulatory care activities.

5. Administrative Officer - Ambulatory Care. The Administrative Officer(s) for hospital-based and satellite clinics should be a MSC officer who may be responsible for the following functions:

a. Exercising administrative control over the operation of clinics providing sick call, emergency medical treatment, occupational health services, and/or preventive medicine services. (Responsibility for professional management of patients is vested in the CPS).

b. Insuring timeliness and administrative completeness of outpatient medical records.

c. Preparing and submitting reports, and maintaining records as required.

d. Determining if patients seeking medical care or services are eligible beneficiaries.

e. Managing the physical examination facility.

f. Insuring proper scheduling of sick call, physical examinations, physical profiling, immunizations and medical processing (coordinating such activities with commander of supported units).

g. Providing emergency ambulance service and coordinating administrative movement of patients, to include the evacuation and transfer of patients.

h. Maintaining and collecting data in support of the Manpower Management Program.
A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE BEST ORGANIZATION FOR A CLINICAL SUPPORT DIVISION. (U) ACADEMY OF HEALTH SCIENCES (ARMY) FORT SAM HOUSTON TX HEALTH C.
APPENDIX B

Command Letter Supporting APC Models
SUBJECT: Ambulatory Patient Care (APC) Program Document

Commanders  
HSC MEDCEN/MEDDAC

1. The Ambulatory Patient Care (APC) Program continues to be one of the high priority missions of the US Army Health Services Command. Although significant qualitative improvements have been made in our ambulatory care delivery, the personnel and fiscal resource limitations within which we now operate present a continuous challenge. To meet this challenge, we must seek methods through which we can improve the efficiency of health care operations without sacrificing the quality of medical care. To this end, we must each give our enthusiastic support and rededicate our efforts to insure its continued success.

2. The FY 78 APC Program and supporting models have been reviewed, updated and revised to reflect changes dictated by experience and existing resources. I would like to emphasize that the requirement for a viable APC Program within Health Services Command has not diminished since its inception in 1974. I personally endorse the program, encourage its dissemination within the MEDCEN/MEDDAC organizational structure, and solicit support for it throughout the command.

RAYMOND H. BISHOP, JR., M.D.  
Major General, MC  
Commanding
APPENDIX C

Current Organization of the Clinical Support Division of USA MEDDAC Ft. Ord.
Section 14

Clinical Support Division

1. GENERAL.
   a. The mission of the Clinical Support Division (CSD) is to provide centralized administrative management support to all professional elements of the hospital.
   b. The division will be under the direct supervision of the Chief, Professional Services.

2. ORGANIZATION.
   a. Office of the Chief. Functions include:
      (1) Development of the operating program for the division.
      (2) Provision of managerial support to professional elements including:
         (a) Professional meetings and conferences.
         (b) Medical Library.
         (c) Budget planning, coordination, preparation, and supervision.
         (d) Logistical matters.
      (3) Coordination of activities pertaining to hospital accreditation by the JCAH.
      (4) Development and operation of appropriate training programs.
      (5) Review and analysis of administrative work methods and operational procedures within the division and other professional elements as directed.
      (6) Incumbent is also designated associate administrator for Professional Services.
      (7) Coordinates and provides administrative support to the Quality Assurance Program.
b. Specialty Care and Ancillary Support Branch. Functions include:

1. Management of administrative support activities for designated professional inpatient and ancillary organizational elements.

2. Coordination of inservice education programs excluding nursing.

3. Liaison and assistance to the Patient Administration Division concerning:
   a. Timely completion of inpatient medical records.
   b. Timely disposition of hospitalized patients.
   c. Patient transfer procedures.
   d. Timely coordination in the processing of medical boards.

4. Provision of administrative stenographic and typing support services as required. This function does not include support for PAD responsibilities or the central word processing activity of the hospital.

5. Development of an effective interpersonal relations program regarding concerned patient care.

c. Primary Care Support Branch. Operational functions include:

1. Management of administrative support activities for all clinics under the jurisdiction of the Chief, Department of Primary Care and Community Medicine, and Department of Family Practice.

2. Provision of administrative and management support to clinics operated by other hospital departments and services as directed.

3. Coordination for the timely preparation, completeness and content of outpatient medical records.

4. Publication and distribution of appropriate information of interest to clinic patients.

5. Coordination with the Patient Administration Division to assure timely preparation and accuracy of outpatient medical statistical and workload data submitted to PAD.

d. Patient Assistance Officer. Functions include:

1. Provide liaison between the various elements of the hospital and beneficiaries.

2. Assist patients by resolving real or perceived problems associated with accessibility to the health care delivery system.
(3) Conduct investigations/surveys and recommend procedures for improving the delivery of health care.

(4) Provide administrative assistance to the Chief, Clinical Support Division.

e. Central Appointment System: Operational functions include:

(1) Staff and operate the Hospital Central Appointment System.

(2) Maintain and submit, as required, statistical reports and workload data.
CLINICAL SUPPORT DIVISION *

SPECIALTY CARE AND ANCILLARY SUPPORT BRANCH

PRIMARY CARE SUPPORT BRANCH

CENTRAL APPOINTMENT SYSTEM

PATIENT ASSISTANCE OFFICE

* Incumbent also Associate Administrator for Professional Services.
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APPENDIX D

Decentralized Arrangement of Administrative Support Assets
Prior to 1973 at the USA MEDDAC Fort Ord, California
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department of Clinics and Community Health Care Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Services:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic Services:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troop Med Clinics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute Minor Illness Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty Clinics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviation Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Exam Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med Processing Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Support Branch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergency Medical Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sections:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Administrative Ambulance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Practice Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sections:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Clerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient Outpatient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates Approved Deviation From Organizational Pattern Published in HSC Reg 40-4.
APPENDIX E

Suggested Duties for the Administrative Assistant to the CPS
Suggested Tasks to be Performed by the Administrative Assistant to the CPS

1. Compile medical credentials from physicians for presentation to the Credentialing Committee.

2. Coordinate and complete intra and inter-office correspondence, reports, and directives as directed by the CPS.

3. Maintain duty rosters and field training assignments as directed.

4. Prepare, coordinate and monitor all awards, civilian personnel actions, committee support, and Continuing Medical Education Programs as directed.

5. Control and supervise the flow of administrative actions for the CPS.

6. Provide administrative support to the QAP coordinator.

7. Provide uniform guidance to the Prof. Svcs. NCOIC to be passed to the department/service NCOICs. Establish policies and programs to insure maximum uniformity in the supervision of the administrative assets within the professional organization.

8. Assist the CPS in planning and coordinating medical continuing education.

9. Perform the duties required at the point of contact for consultant visits.

10. Perform other duties as directed by the CPS.
APPENDIX F

Suggested Duties for the Chief, and Assistant Chief, CSD
Suggested Functions for the Chief, and/or Assistant Chief, CSD

The following is a listing of suggested functions for the Chief and/or Assistant Chief, CSD. The Chief, CSD would determine how these functions would be assigned within the CSD. These functions would be performed for all departments and services within the "professional" organization to include the Department of Nursing and the Community Mental Health Activity (CMHA).

1. Develop and supervise the MEDCASE and capital expense programs for all professional services, elements, and CMHA. CSD managers will:
   a. Contact each department/service NCOIC on a monthly basis to determine the need for new or replacement items.
   b. Assist these NCOICs in preparing requests for such items and will review all requests prior to submission to the MEDCASE manager.
   c. Attend the working PBAC as non-voting members.
   d. Maintain liaison with the MEDCASE manager and the Logistics Division to determine the status of equipment procurements.
   e. Inform the NCOICs and department/service chiefs of the status of items on the prioritized equipment list.

2. Develop and supervise budget planning, coordination, and preparation. CSD managers will:
   a. Contact each NCOIC on a monthly basis to determine the status of current expenditures.
   b. Assist the NCOIC in analyzing reasons for over or under expenditure.
   c. Assist the NCOIC in budget preparation. Review all budgets prior to submission to the Comptroller.
   d. Maintain liaison with the Comptroller on budget issues.

3. Review and analyze internal work methods and resource utilization.
   a. On a monthly basis CSD managers will compile workload data from the
Comptroller and statistics from the Central Appointment System.

b. CSD personnel will maintain graphic displays of the workload of each area for the month as well as Central Appointment System data on appointments made, appointments cancelled, and other data maintained by Central Appointments.

c. Comparisons of workload with resources available, appointments made, patients treated etc., will be made. Analysis of deviations in trends will be made and, if significant deviations exist, an investigation of causes will be conducted with the department/service chief.

d. Findings and recommendations will be presented to the department/service chief and the CPS.

4. Provide managerial assistance to all professional staff elements.

a. Assist department/service personnel in problem identification, problem solving, policy and procedure development, systems analysis and design, and related issues as requested or assigned.

b. Conduct formal studies, projects, missions as assigned by the Commander, CPS, Executive/Quality Assurance Committee, or the Chief, CSD.

5. Assist in the implementation of the Ambulatory Patient Care Program.

a. Attend APC Committee meetings to provide input and suggest areas for action or improvement.

b. Assume projects related to APC Program implementation as directed by the CPS or Chief, CSD.

6. Coordinate activities of all departments/services/CMHA pertaining to hospital accreditation by the JCAH.

7. In coordination with the Patient Assistance Office and the MEDDAC IG, advise the CPS on matters pertaining to the equality, quality, quantity, and problems pertaining to patient care services and delivery systems.
8. Provide administrative management support to all departments and services under the CPS.

   a. Determine and prioritize needs for such support and assign "float" clerk stenos to those areas with a demonstrated need for support.

   b. Coordinate with the Director of Volunteers to facilitate the assignment of volunteer administrative procedure assets to areas within the "profesional" organization.
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